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ABSTRACT 
 
The concept of open innovation has gained much attention within the last decade. However, 
much research concerning this topic has focused on technology-intensive industries, like the 
IT or communication industry, while traditional and more mature industries have been widely 
disregarded. Therefore, this thesis aims to address this research gap and to develop a deeper 
understanding about open innovation and the application of open innovation processes in a 
highly mature industry, the food industry. 
 
In particular, the purpose of this paper is to identify the open innovation processes currently 
employed in the industry and to highlight important challenges that prevent food producers 
from implementing open innovation practices. 
 
The findings of this thesis are established upon a theoretical framework which consists of four 
main pillars: innovation in general, open and closed innovation and important characteristics 
of the food industry. This framework consists of both relevant general theories but also of 
distinct industry characteristics and specific industry-related models on open innovation. 
 
In order to fulfill the research purpose, the authors interviewed 8 senior executives to 
accumulate relevant knowledge about applied open innovation processes. Most of the 
interviews have been held by telephone and were carried out following a semi-structured 
interview design which allowed the authors to obtain large amounts of elaborated data. The 
data was coded and analyzed thoroughly. Finally, the authors established four main themes 
around which the findings of this study have been based: The outside-in process, the inside-
out process, the coupled process and important barriers to an open innovation application. In 
addition, previously introduced models have been tested and analyzed for their application in 
the industry. 
 
To illustrate their findings, the authors have designed two own models to depict the current 
open innovation processes within the industry. While the first model is used to illustrate the 
general innovation process of the industry, the second model presents important cooperation 
partners and external sources of knowledge that inhabit an important role in the firms’ open 
innovation process. The self-developed models thus highlight important properties of the 
innovation process applied within the industry. Furthermore, it shows that there are rather few 
applied open innovation practices in the industry. The concepts and advantages of open 
innovation are not yet known to many practitioners. 
 
In addition, this thesis has found several important barriers to an open innovation application 
within the industry. Especially typical industry characteristics like low margins and high 
production volumes have proved to constitute high barriers to an open innovation application. 
Further barriers that have been established are the corporate culture of many large-scale firms 
as well as a negative attitude towards revolutionary innovations and the cost of acquiring 
external knowledge. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In this chapter we will present important motivations that led us to our choice of research 
topic. In addition, we will briefly discuss the problem background of this study and highlight 
the identified research gap. Finally, we will address theoretical contributions and state both 
the thesis’ research question and its purpose. 

1.1 PERSONAL INTEREST: 
 
We are living in a time of frequent change and technological innovations. Our iPhones, tablets 
and computers have taken over most of the work that we used to do manually before. We 
seldom use calendars, cameras and letters anymore. Everywhere we go, most of us are 
connected to the internet and ready to obtain and process information instantly. Older 
generations have a hard time accommodating to these trends and continue to do their business 
“as they have always done”. This often puts them at a disadvantage compared to others that 
have dealt with and followed new technological trends from the beginning (Koschatzky, 
2001, p. 6).  
 
This is not just a phenomenon which holds true for individuals but it also concerns enterprises 
and whole industries. Some industries are more dependent on innovative technologies than 
others and therefore need to be faster to innovate in order to stay competitive (Sarkar & Costa, 
2008, p. 574). Other, traditional, industries have been slower to innovate, and if they did so, it 
often concerned taking incremental rather than radical innovative steps (Khan et. al, 2013, p. 
30). While mature industries might not be subject to the constant need of innovation they can 
use innovation practices to help them in obtaining a competitive advantage. Progress, 
development and strategic thinking are therefore indispensable in today's economy. 
Consequently, we are very interested in identifying whether companies in mature industries 
take innovative actions and engage in innovative processes, apart from their regular R&D 
practices, in order to beat the competition. 
 
Our choice of industry, to conduct our study in, is grounded on family ties that exist among 
Angelica`s family and the food manufacturing industry. As her father has been working in this 
industry for decades she has been growing up with it and has developed a particular interest 
for the industry and certain companies engaging in it. Eike`s side job activities in the food 
industry add another layer of interest to the chosen industry and led us to our final choice of 
industry which matches our research requirements adequately. 
 
We are positive that this research paper will make valuable contributions to both researchers 
and practitioners. Being able to outperform and being a step ahead of competitors has never 
been more important than in today`s global and integrated economy. Therefore, companies 
must use all their knowledge resources efficiently in order to succeed. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 
 
Historically, companies have relied upon heavy investments into their own Research and 
Development centers in order to obtain innovations that could generate sustainable growth 
(Chesbrough et al., 2006. p. 229). Over the last couple of years this trend has slowed down as 
companies have increasingly recognized that not all ideas can come from inside the 
organizations (Chesbrough et al., 2006. p. 229). The global environment and increased 
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competition in the market urge the firms to look for complements to their R&D led innovation 
practices to drive growth (Huston and Sakkab, 2006, p. 58). Acquiring external technology to 
complement internal innovation efforts is now often considered a requirement by many firms 
(Lichtenthaler, 2008. p.148). Some researchers (e.g., Desouza et al., 2005) even stress that 
firms which do not make use of external knowledge cannot compete in the marketplace 
effectively. 
 
The concept of open innovation has gained much attention by researchers and practitioners 
when it was first mentioned in Chesbrough`s book open innovation in 2003. Chesbrough 
therein describes the paradigm of open innovation to be one assuming that firms can and 
should make use of both external and internal ideas as well as external and internal ways to 
market these ideas (Chesbrough, 2006, p.1). Thus, inflows and outflows of knowledge shall 
be used to accelerate internal innovation and to expand the markets for external use of 
innovation (Chesbrough et al., 2006. p. 229).  We will provide a more in depth description of 
the paradigm in Chapter 2. 
 
Fast-growing, technology-intensive industries, like the communication and information 
industries as well as the pharmaceutical industry have been among the first firms to introduce 
open innovation practices as they are part of much more innovative environments than other 
industries (Sarkar & Costa, 2008, p. 574).  Therefore, evidence supporting the open 
innovation paradigm has been almost exclusively taken from these industries (Chesbrough 
and Crowther, 2006, p. 230). Illustrations of how high-tech companies, such as Xerox 
(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002) and IBM (Chesbrough and Appleyard, 2007) as well as 
P&G (Huston and Sakkab, 2006), implemented innovation practices can be found in the 
literature. Especially Procter & Gamble`s launch of their famous  “Connect and Develop” 
innovation strategy, has been widely accepted as one example of a successful implementation 
of open innovation practices that led to revitalized growth (Vanhaverbeke et al. 2009, p. 180). 
Several recent studies highlight that Open Innovation practices also exist in small and medium 
enterprises. Lichtenthaler (2009), for example, stresses the increasing adoption of practices. 
Van de Vrande et al. (2009) constructed a survey on 605 innovative SMEs and showed that 
open innovation processes were practiced extensively. 
 
The remaining question is whether the open innovation paradigm is also applicable to more 
mature industries and industries using a lower level of technology (Chesbrough, 2006, p.6). 
So far, existing survey studies have yielded results indicating that the actual adaption of 
Chesbrough`s innovation model is rather low (Vanhaverbeke et al., 2009, p.182). Although 
the success and benefits from pilot projects like P&G’s “Connect and Develop Strategy” are 
known, many firms experience challenges in implementing and managing the processes of 
open innovation (Lichtenthaler, 2011, p. 76). Empirical evidence remains scarce, especially 
concerning detailed analyses of the business strategies implemented to establish innovative 
products. In addition, Fortuin and Omta (2009, p. 840) find that the question what factors 
form the drivers and barriers to innovation within the food industry is largely unexplored. 
 
On the other hand, Huston and Sakkab (2006) point out that this concept and associated 
strategies could prevail in traditional and mature industries as well (Sarkar & Costa, 2008, p. 
574). Circumstances like growing numbers of chain actors and the increased heterogeneity of 
customers drive food companies to open up to external sources of knowledge in order to 
obtain aid in their search for new products (Sarkar & Costa, 2008, p. 574). Furthermore, 
Chesbrough and Crowther (2006, p.235) found that certain open innovation practices are 
being applied in organizations outside the high-technology industries as well, thereby creating 
evidence of open innovation application in practice.  The development and launch of a new 
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type of Pringles` potato crisps, as described by Huston and Sakkab (2006), is one example of 
a successful application of an open innovation concept in the food industry. The crisps had 
printed words and images on them. Procter & Gamble (P&G) managed to lower product 
development costs and time-to-market through the in-sourcing of a technology that had been 
previously used by an Italian baker for printing edible figures on bakery items like cakes and 
cookies. The discovery of the technology originated within the global network of sources of 
ideas and know-how which marked an important feature of P&G`s open innovation program 
(Huston and Sakkab, 2006, pp. 58-59). 
 
In addition, recent development in the nature of food demand as well as in the organization of 
the supply chain and the ever more competitive global environment in which firms operate 
have led innovation to become a fundamental activity to ensure overall profitability (Costa & 
Jongen, 2006, p.463). Consumers demand much more products designed to fit their individual 
needs and preferences (Costa et. al, 2001, 2007). The role of health and ecological 
circumstances has also become more important. These new developments force organizations 
to adopt innovative technical ideas and solutions as well as new Business Models (Bigliardi 
and Gilati, 2013, p.19). It is especially in the light of these societal changes that the need to 
innovate becomes obvious.  
 
As one can see from the discussion above, open innovation is a relatively recent established 
paradigm and research yielding evidence, especially in the traditional and mature industries, is 
scarce. Nevertheless, many scholars have highlighted the importance and opportunities that 
come with this new approach to innovation. As Traitler et al. (2011, p. R62) put it:  
 
“The new mantra “innovate or die” combined with open innovation (OI) could be the 
leitmotif for today’s companies.”  
 
Furthermore, The European Confederation of the food and drink industry (CIAA) found in its 
benchmark report that the industry must enhance its innovative potential if it wants to stay 
competitive in the coming years (CIAA, 2008).  
 
Recent advances in bio- and nano- as well as preservation technology offer many 
opportunities for an application in the food industry and thus constitute a big chance to 
producers to capitalize on (Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p.17). As the application of open 
innovation processes in the food industry has, to our best knowledge, not been extensively 
researched, this paper aims to make a contribution to the existing literature by providing 
valuable insights into the innovation processes and efforts taking place in a mature industry. 
Furthermore, we hope to provide explanations about drivers and barriers that might facilitate 
or hinder processes of open innovation. 

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTION / PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
Which open innovation processes are being primarily employed in the food industry and what 
challenges are companies operating in this industry facing in implementing open innovation 
practices? 
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1.4 RESEARCH PURPOSE: 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to identify and understand the open innovation processes 
currently applied within the food industry. This paper furthermore aims to provide a richer 
understanding of the processes applied and their implications for overall researching and 
innovating practices. 
 

1.5 LIMITATIONS 
 
We acknowledge that our research question could be more focused and specialized on the 
food industry of a certain country (e.g. Sweden). However, it was very hard to obtain the 
desired number of interview respondents from only country. Therefore, in order to strengthen 
the findings and results of this study, we deliberately chose this wider research question to 
allow for inputs of other European firms as well. As this study does not aim to generalize its 
finding across various fields and industries, this seemed appropriate to the authors. 

1.6 ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
We do not aim to deceive any participant or reader of this study. Therefore we hereby assure 
that the above stated purpose is the only purpose we have in mind and it is the central part of 
this research. 
 
After this brief introduction we will present you with a review of the relevant literature to 
familiarize you with prior research that has been done on this particular topic. In chapter 3 we 
will present you with our methodological research approach for this paper. Therein we will 
describe important motivations that led us to the structure of this thesis and supply you with 
exact descriptions of how we undertook the study. We will present the results of the study in 
chapter 4 followed by a discussion and conclusion based on the results that we obtained. 
Finally we will present managerial implications and give directions on further studies. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
 
In this chapter, we will conduct an overview of existing and established theories that are 
relevant to our research area. We will start by discussing and defining the broad topic of 
innovation and the traditional ways of handling innovation within a closed innovation model. 
Following this, we draw closer attention to the open innovation paradigm and important 
characteristics of the food industry. Furthermore, we highlight relevant models whose 
existence and application we aim to prove within this study. 
 
Our previous knowledge on this particular topic is scarce. So far, we have regarded the 
innovation process to be an activity carried out by creative experts within their respective 
fields who are supported by corporate financial resources and who are determined to fulfill 
the task of successfully implementing new technologies or products on which the respective 
organization can capitalize on. 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 1. FRAMEWORK OF PREVIOUS INNOVATION RELATED KNOWLEDGE BY THE AUTHORS 
 
In order to deepen our knowledge on this topic we have carried out a literature review 
containing important research that has been previously undertaken. At the end of this chapter 
we will turn back to our initial model and try to alter it according to the new inputs that we 
could obtain through the extensive review on the literature. 

2.1 INNOVATION  
 
Defining Innovation 
Finding the right definition for innovation is a hard task that has been tackled by many 
scholars in the past. Schumpeter (1934) was one of the first researchers to observe the 
phenomena of innovation and defined it as  
 
“A process of creative destruction, where the quest for profits pushes to innovate constantly, 
by breaking old rules to establish new ones”.  
 
According to Schumpeter, this quote exhibits different meanings; it implies the introduction 
of new products and successfully commercializing new mixtures, which have been based on 
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the application of new materials and components as well as the introduction of new processes, 
the opening of new markets or the introduction of new organizational forms (Fortuin and 
Omta, 2009, p. 840-841). A more recent and suitable definition is provided by Lundvall 
(1992, p. 8) who describes innovation 
 
“as on-going processes of learning, searching and exploring, which results in new products, 
techniques, new forms of organization and new markets” .  
 
The Importance of Innovation for Businesses` survival 
Over the last couple of years, innovation has been considered a major determinant in creating 
organizational success, high performance and survival of companies, regardless the respective 
size and industry it concerns (Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p.16). According to a survey testing 
the importance of innovation, carried out by the American Management Association (Jamrog, 
2006) it was concluded that more than 90 per cent of the 1 396 executives that responded to 
the survey, considered innovation highly important for firms’ long term survival (Fortuin and 
Omta, 2009, p. 839). Vanhaverbeke et. al, in their study (2009) further highlight the fact that 
innovation is also becoming crucial for firms’ constant growth and acknowledge it to be one 
of the most critical forces in increasing social welfare (Vanhaverbeke et. al, 2009, p. 1). In 
order for companies to improve or maintain their innovation performance they have to adapt 
to factors such as; competition, deregulation, scarcity of resources and customer demand, 
which all are factors that innovation is driven by (Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p.16). According 
to several studies, the importance of innovation is considered an extremely vital factor for a 
company’s survival in the long run, and it is predicted to stay like this for coming years 
(Fortuin and Omta, 2009, p. 839). 
 
Concurring views of Innovation 
Innovation is the result of changes that happen simultaneously in different areas. It advances 
through innovative efforts being developed within society and the economy. However, 
product innovation in particular is a highly debated topic in which different actors might not 
always agree whether a product can be labeled an innovation or not (Marques, 2014, p. 197). 
In reality, the idea of innovation is extremely broad and there are various classifications that 
have been developed during the years. Generally, researchers have focused on technology-
related innovation, for example the introduction of products that enabled radical changes 
within a products` production process (Marques, 2014, p. 197). Still, other scholars note that 
innovation can be achieved beyond the innovation technology-based products leading to 
radical changes. Incremental improvements to products and processes as well as changes to 
organizational structures and activities, in order to exploit new markets must also be regarded 
as products of innovation (Marques, 2014, p. 196-197). 
 
Two types of Innovation-open and closed 
Finally, there are two different types of innovation: closed and open innovation. The prior 
relates to traditional innovation processes in which human capital inputs are used as the main 
source of innovation, with all processes happening within a firm’s boundaries. The latter 
approach opposes this traditional thinking and focuses on harnessing inbound and outbound 
flows of knowledge, skills and technology inside and outside a firm's organizational 
boundaries. The intention of including external knowledge is to accelerate internal innovation 
processes and to enable firms to make use of external paths as well in order to commercialize 
their products on the market (Chesbrough 2003; Sarkar and Costa 2008). We will now turn to 
the respective approaches in detail in order to enable the reader to develop a deeper 
understanding of the changes in innovation practices and their implications for the industries. 
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2.2 CLOSED INNOVATION 
 
What is closed innovation? 
The term closed innovation is used to summarize previous, traditional approaches to 
innovation which differ significantly from the term of open innovation which will be 
discussed in 2.3. An image summarizing the closed innovation model can be found in 
appendix 1. Within the closed innovation process, all product launches and research efforts 
are directed from the Research and Development department of the firm. They progress 
through the development process as intended. Unsuitable or problematic research projects are 
stopped within the process and attention is given to projects that seem promising to go 
through to the market. The term “closed” innovation originated because entry and exit of the 
process can only happen in one way- either at the beginning or the end of the process 
(Chesbrough, 2006, p.4). A suitable example for a typically closed innovation process can be 
given by looking at the AT&T Bell Laboratories that achieved many outstanding research 
results, but did so through using a strong inwardly-directed culture (Chesbrough, 2006, p.4). 
 
How it works 
Previous research suggests that the first R&D activities were developed out of the need to 
make the production processes more efficient (Chandler, 1990). As most production activities 
were considered unique, R&D investments were often firm- and industry specific 
(Chesbrough, 2006, p.7). Firms used the internal firm knowledge to develop new products and 
aimed to achieve economies of scope. Furthermore, in particular within large organizations, 
large R&D scales emerged with the function of establishing entry barriers, through economies 
of scale, to new firms within the industries (Chandler, 1990). The benefits from these scale 
and scope activities led to a vertically integrated model of innovation in which firms 
internalized all specific R&D processes and then brought them to the market using internal 
development as well as internal manufacturing and distribution processes (Chesbrough, 2006, 
p.7). This process was described by the former Harvard President James Bryant Conant as 
“picking a man of genius, giving him money, and leaving him alone” (Conant, 2002). The 
focus was on attracting the best researchers of their field, funding them in a sufficient manner 
and trusting them with developing new products that could be commercialized on the market. 
The Business Model played little to no role within the closed innovation process 
(Chesbrough, 2006, p.11). 
 
Problems associated with Closed Innovation 
This closed innovation model worked well throughout the 20th century and resulted in many 
important inventions and innovations. One problem this model encountered within the last 
couple of decades was what to do with research spillovers which could not be used internally. 
Licensing the developed technology to external firms was only seldom done. Instead, many 
useful technologies “sat on a shelf” and waited to be internally developed at a later point in 
time or by their developers when they left the firm to develop the technologies individually or 
for another organization (Chesbrough, 2006, p.8). Thereby many important technologies were 
wasted which could have been exploited by other external users. Thus, the closed innovation 
model differs in two ways from the open innovation model: Companies rely solely on their 
internal knowledge to develop new products and technological spillovers are not taken to the 
market externally to obtain additional profits. The interaction with external sources of 
knowledge is thereby kept at a minimum. This behavior has also led to the famous “not 
invented here” syndrome which was first investigated by Katz and Allen (1982). The 
expression “not invented here” is herein used to describe the negative attitude towards 
knowledge originating from an external source of knowledge (Lichtenthaler and Ernst, 2006, 
p.367). Thus, even if organizations did identify useful external innovations it did not mean 
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that these would be incorporated into the organizations ` strategic processes and orientations 
(West & Gallagher, 2006, p. 323). Firms that have historically been very successful with their 
own integrated innovation models tend to regard their own innovations to be superior than 
ideas and technology`s originating within the innovation processes of competitors (West & 
Gallagher, 2006, p. 323). Evidence of this are the apple engineers who rejected all kinds of 
external ideas including handheld computers (Kaplan 1996, p. 156). 
 
Evidence of Increasing R&D Costs 
As can be seen in the image in Appendix 5, many countries and the respective companies 
operating within the countries have realized the importance of innovating and supplying 
substantial resources to research and development. All of the biggest economies in Europe, 
including France, Germany and the UK, as well as the U.S. have witnessed an increase in 
R&D spending between 2004 and 2011 as a percentage of the respective GDP. Furthermore, 
as Huston and Sakkab (2006, p. 2) put it: “R&D productivity at most mature, innovation-
based companies today is flat while innovation costs are climbing faster that top-line growth”. 
Even though companies thus spend more on R&D activities, it does not yield better results. 
This, among other factors, led companies to turn outside the firm to obtain external 
knowledge and to offer internal technologies on the market in order to increase the financial 
supply for other important projects. 

2.3 OPEN INNOVATION  
 
A Definition 
As already indicated in the introduction of this paper, the paradigm of open innovation was 
firstly introduced in 2003 by Henry Chesbrough and has gained much attention by academics 
and practitioners ever since. Opposing the traditional and closed innovation system described 
in 2.2, Chesbrough (2006, p.1) himself defines open innovation as  
 
“The use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation, 
and expand the markets for external use of innovation, respectively.”  
 
Practically, this means that firms can and should make use of external as well as internal 
resources when trying to advance their technology. This approach has been mainly associated 
with fast-growing, technology-intensive industries. Evidence of an application within more 
mature industries remains scarce (Sarkar and Costa, 2008, p. 574). An image summarizing the 
open innovation model can be found in the appendix 2. 
 
Exploring the paradigm 
The paradigm treats research and development and sees the new innovation processes as a 
combination of using both external and internal sources of knowledge (Chesbrough, 2006, 
p.1). As opposed to traditional closed innovation systems, external knowledge plays an equal 
role within the innovation process, rather than just a supplementing role (Chesbrough, 2006, 
p.11). In addition, the root of the open innovation paradigm is that it assumes that useful 
knowledge is widely distributed and organizations should try to identify and share 
information with potential external actors in order to make efficient use of the knowledge 
present (Chesbrough, 2006, p.3). 
 
“Not all the smart people work for us. We need to work with smart people inside and outside 

our company” (Chesbrough, 2003). 
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Many other scholars agree with Chesbrough`s claim of having to team up with external actors 
and sources of knowledge. Traitler et al. (2011, p. R66) see seeking alliances as a must in 
order to survive and thrive in today's world of global innovation. Koschatzky (2001, p. 6) 
goes even further and finds that firms who do not cooperate and exchange knowledge will 
reduce their long-term knowledge basis and lose the ability of entering into knowledge 
exchange relations with external partners. 
 
Important features: the outside-in process 
The open innovation paradigm has many interesting features differentiating it from previous, 
closed models of innovation. Enkel et al. (2009, p. 312) identify three core processes that take 
place in an open innovation environment. First, the outside-in process which enables 
enriching the firm`s knowledge base through integrating important external knowledge 
sources that include, for example, customers and suppliers (Enkel et al.,2009, p. 312). This 
particular process reflects firms` experience that knowledge creation and innovativeness 
might not have the same origin. A study carried out by Enkel and Gassman (2008) showed 
that the most important external sources of knowledge came from clients, suppliers and 
competitors, although public and commercial research institutions played a role as well. The 
outside-in process reflects the increasing awareness of the importance of having innovation 
networks among firms (Dittrich and Duysters, 2007, p. 515). Evidence of this process are the 
new forms of customer integration (e.g. crowdsourcing or mass customization) and the use of 
innovation intermediaries (Enkel et al., 2009, p. 312). 
 
The inside-out process 
Second, the inside-out process constitutes the process of obtaining profits through bringing 
ideas to the market, selling intellectual property (IP) and transferring other ideas to the firm's` 
external environment (Enkel et al., 2009, p. 312).  Generally accepted ways of conducting this 
process include licensing of IP and multiplying technology. Organizations engaging in these 
kinds of processes do so because they can bring their ideas to the market faster than through 
internal development. The aim of the inside-out process is to generate higher overall 
innovation revenue (Lichtenthaler and Ernst, 2007). One needs to keep in mind that not all 
firms possess research facilities big enough to allow for active out-licensing processes. Thus it 
is intuitive that this strategy is mainly implemented by large multinational companies that 
have the financial means to allocate substantial revenues to this particular process (Enkel et 
al., 2009, p. 313). Part of the inside-out process are increasing corporate venturing activities 
(Vanhaverbecke et al., 2008), the usage of new Business Models (Chesbrough, 2007) and 
cross-industry innovation (Enkel and Gassmann, 2010). 
 
The coupled process 
The third process is called the coupled process and describes the co-creation with external 
partners (mostly complementary) within alliances, cooperation and joint ventures. Both giving 
and taking activities are regarded as crucial for the success of these partnerships (Enkel et al., 
2009, p. 313). This process can be seen as a combination of the two previous processes, the 
inside-out (bringing ideas to the market) and the outside-in process (accumulating external 
knowledge) process. The aim of combining these approaches is to develop and commercialize 
a firm`s innovation efforts (Enkel et al., 2009, p. 313). The study by Enkel and Gassmann 
(2008), already mentioned earlier in this chapter, found that the companies taking part in the 
study integrated 35% externals in their R&D projects. The percentages varied highly 
depending on the respective industry. Within the high-tech industry nearly every second 
project constituted a joint R&D project while it was considerably less (around 20%) in rather 
mature industries (e.g. the leather, wood or printing industries) (Enkel et al., 2009, p. 313). 
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The research further suggests that most firms joined with firms competing in different 
markets, technology leaders and world-class universities. 
 
The role of the Business Model 
Another main factor that differentiates the open innovation paradigm from the closed 
innovation model is the centrality of the business model (Chesbrough, 2006, p.11). Many 
scholars and researchers have tried to provide definitions of a business model and many of 
them differed significantly (Morris et al., 2005, p. 726). In order to provide the reader with 
our understanding of the term we will present two definitions from researchers that we find 
suitable. Stewart and Zhao (2002, p. 290) define the business model simply as ‘‘a statement of 
how a firm will make money and sustain its profit stream over time.” In addition, Slywotski 
(1996) describes the activities of a business model as ‘‘the totality of how a company selects 
its customers, defines and differentiates its offerings, defines the tasks it will perform itself 
and those it will outsource, configures its resources, goes to market, creates utility for 
customers and captures profits.’’ We furthermore provide an image of a typical construction 
of a business model as well as an overview about the functions of a business model in 
appendix 3 and 4 in order to provide the reader with an extensive picture of the business 
model`s meaning. 
 
Within open innovation practices, the business model is used as a cognitive device that helps 
with the evaluation of R&D projects in the firms (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002, p. 
550). It functions as a kind of filter selecting ideas and projects that fit with the needs of the 
firm. If a project`s value cannot be used internally the business model helps gaining 
appropriate value from it through identifying potential markets where the project or idea can 
be capitalized on (Chesbrough, 2006, p.12). Thereby the business model helps the 
organization by enabling it to more effectively create and capture value. The creation of value 
is enhanced through leveraging more ideas as an open business model includes external 
concepts as well. In addition, more value is captured as a firm`s key assets, resources and 
position are also used in other companies` businesses rather than solely internally within one 
firm (Chesbrough, 2007, p. 22). These advantages become increasingly important in times of 
high technology development cost and shorter lifecycles. Sharing the knowledge can also 
result in more efficient industries as the potential of the industry as a whole will be much 
more used up (Chesbrough, 2007, p. 23). 
 
As part from the Business Model, the role of intermediaries increases as innovation begins to 
open up. With open innovation practices implemented at a firm, intermediate markets arise 
with parties conducting business that had previously been done within the entire firm 
(Chesbrough, 2006, p.14). Therefore, it will be important to observe how much R&D will be 
conducted within firms` supply chains rather than solely looking at R&D practices at the firm 
itself (Chesbrough, 2006, p.15). 
 
Examples of positive achievements and fears of adoption 
There are several examples of successful open innovation product launches. The already 
mentioned and maybe most famous study concerning the open innovation paradigm, 
P&G`s “Connect and Develop”-strategy enabled the firm to increase their product success 
rate by 50% and their R&D efficiency by 60% (Enkel et. al, 2009, p. 312). On the other hand, 
firms wanting to engage in open innovation should also consider the risks and barriers that 
could hinder them from investing into the practices mentioned above. As a study by Enkel et 
al. (2008) showed, organizations frequently associate risks including loss of knowledge, high 
coordination costs, loss of control and high complexity with open innovation activities (Enkel 
et. al, 2009, p. 312). Other significant barriers mentioned in the study include difficulties in 
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finding the right partner, imbalances among the daily business and OI activities, time and 
financial resource constraints (Enkel et. al, 2009, p. 312. Furthermore, many companies fear 
that open innovation practices could lead to losing core competences and control. Therefore, 
organizations must carefully consider and weigh to what extent they are willing to participate 
in open innovation activities. Many researchers point to the importance of having an 
appropriate balance among close and open innovation practices in which a firm can make use 
of all available tools to create better products and services than their competitor. A company`s 
individual approach should also incorporate how core competencies can be developed and 
how IP can be protected from external environments (Enkel et. al, 2009, p. 312). 
 
Challenges that companies face when implementing OI Practices 
In addition to the challenges mentioned in the last paragraph, West & Gallagher (2006) 
identified three further challenges that firms should keep in mind, namely the challenges of 
maximization, incorporation and motivation (West & Gallagher, 2006, p. 322). First, the 
problem of maximization  refers to maximizing all returns on internal innovation efforts 
including outsourcing activities and capitalizing on unusable technology in order to stipulate 
demand for other products the firm produced  (West & Gallagher, 2006, p. 323). Therefore, 
both internal and external innovation processes must be used to the maximum efficiency in 
order to make OI work. If they are not, the advantages of OI practices could be very little. 
Second, the firm cannot capitalize on external knowledge if it does not understand how to 
identify the relevant knowledge and how to incorporate it into its own innovation practices. 
Therefore, activities like screening the market but also political willingness to incorporate 
external knowledge is highly required (West & Gallagher, 2006, p. 323). If those activities are 
not carried out and strategically planned well they can constitute immense problems when 
trying to implement open innovation practices. Third, the issue of motivation is of highest 
importance. Many firms struggle to understand intuitively why they should contribute with 
intellectual property which could be potentially used upon by their rivals. Therefore, 
motivating employees to generate and share intellectual property when the chance of 
obtaining financial returns is low represents a major challenge to senior management (West & 
Gallagher, 2006, p. 324). Therefore, management must find a way to provide sufficient 
motivations that leads employees to share their intellectual property. This can be done through 
applying several motivation models that can be found in the literature. One such way could be 
the expectancy theory which explains that individuals can be motivated by extrinsic and 
intrinsic rewards and the way of obtaining the respective reward (Lawler, 1971). 
 
We will test whether we can find proof for the challenges to open innovation implementation 
that we highlighted in the paragraph above. Our observations/ results will be presented in 
Chapter 4, where we discuss the implications of the information obtained throughout our 
interviewing activities.  

2.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOOD INDUSTRY  
 
Features of the industry 
Recently, open innovation has become of special interest to the food industry, despite the fact 
that  this industry is considered a sector with low research intensity (Bigliardi and Gilati, 
2013, p. 16).The food industry is generally characterized as a market searcher rather than a 
developer. This is due to several factors such as the introduction of more low-cost imitators 
(private labels), consumer’s risk aversion, the lack of an innovative climate and also 
restrictive rules and health regulations that exists among the food industry (Khan et. al, 2013, 
p. 30). Moreover, the food industry is a slow-growing and a mature business, with 
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comparably low levels of R&D investment and a conservative way of introducing new 
innovations to the market (Sarkar and Costa, 2008, p. 575) 
 
Changing industry trends 
During the past decades the food processing companies exhibited closed innovation practices 
with a focus on minimizing production costs. Thereby little attention was paid to the benefits 
of the customer. Nowadays the industry works different. It has been subject to the “chain 
reversal” phenomenon. This means that the industry has moved from a supply-based approach 
to a demand-based approach (Fortuin and Omta, 2009, p. 840).The phenomenon has arisen 
due to recent societal trends such as; globalization, the need to ensure food safety, nutritional 
quality and consumers demand for convenience, variety and quality. Combining all these 
factors with the revolution in biotechnology we witnessed a changing attitude within the food 
industry. An attitude that is more directed towards creating products that match consumers 
demand (Fortuin and Omta, 2009, p. 840). 
 
Challenges and reasons to adopt 
In the food industry, inevitably, innovation will remain a challenging and complex process to 
manage. As the number of chain actors increases in different areas in the industry, the 
difficulties in single-handedly meeting the heterogeneous needs of customer, end-users and 
legislators are driving the food industry to open up to external sources of knowledge in search 
of new products and technologies. However, there is very little empirical evidence of food 
companies engaging in open innovation and corresponding detailed analyses of related 
business strategies (Sarkar and Costa, 2008, p. 574). Moreover, there are several other reasons 
that will lead companies to adopt open innovation systems, such as; the existence of higher 
product differentiation, the improvement of competitiveness and the successful introduction 
of radical innovations (Sarkar and Costa, 2008, p. 577). 
 
Line extensions vs. radical product innovation 
When creating products to meet consumers` demands and needs, innovation plays a key role 
within the process. According to several researchers (Knox et al. 2001; Van Trijp and 
Meulenberg 1996) in this area, it has been established that incremental innovations such as 
line extensions and me-too products, are less successful in comparison to completely new and 
radically changed food products. This is due to the fact that line extensions and me-too 
products, in general, aim to provide short-term and low-margin benefits (Fortuin and Omta, 
2009, p. 840). New innovations corresponding to products, processes or services are seen as 
vital tools for companies operating within the food industry and aim to establish a competitive 
advantage among competitors as well as to satisfy consumers’ expectations (Bigliardi and 
Gilati, 2013, p. 16). In addition, as line extensions often serve the purpose of retaining the 
attention to the brand or product, they have a rather low turnover in comparison to completely 
new products. 
 
New developments towards a consumer-led approach 
New product development (NPD) has proved a suitable strategy in order to create a 
competitive advantage and enable long-term financial success in today’s competitive food 
markets. Furthermore, product innovation is said to help maintaining sustainable growth by 
spreading the market risk, enhancing a company’s value on the stock market and increasing 
competitiveness within the industry (Costa and Jongen, 2006, p. 457). However, in today’s 
world, it has become generally accepted that many new product innovations fail. In addition, 
one cannot assume that all consumers share the same preferences and the degree of risk-
aversion concerning the innovative products. The consumers’ food consumption behavior 
changes, perhaps faster than ever before. Due to the changes within the industry the 
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importance of innovation increases steadily and being innovative might even have developed 
from an option to a necessity for companies wanting to maintain or create a competitive 
advantage (Costa and Jongen, 2006, p. 457). Companies` traditional way of being 
conservative is not paying off as much as it did in earlier years as launches of me-too products 
and line extensions nowadays fail more often compared to new products. This perception led 
to the thought that a consumer-led approach towards product development can increase the 
possibility of successful innovation processes (Costa and Jongen, 2006, p. 459). 
 
The Product Development Process 
As a result, in the early 1990`s, consumer-led product development was introduced. This 
innovative approach was trying to address consumers’ current and future needs as well as the 
determinants in the development of new products (Costa and Jongen, 2006, p. 458). The 
figure below displays the key stages within the consumer-led NPD process. The first stage, 
the opportunity stage, is concerned with defining the markets in which the senior management 
expects the product development efforts to be profitable and where they see the potential 
of generating product ideas which can successfully compete in the desirable markets.  In order 
to find attractive markets and ideas, it is during this stage that companies should conduct 
strategic assessments of which technological platforms to choose that could provide a 
successful basis for the product development efforts (Costa and Jongen, 2006, p. 460). In the 
second stage, the design stage, the aim lies in identifying key consumer benefits that the new 
product will provide, and the strategical positioning of these benefits in relation to 
competition. In addition, this phase includes developing the final physical product, the 
corresponding marketing strategy and related service policies (Costa and Jongen, 2006, p. 
460). If the management`s final conclusion is that it is possible to design a new product that 
can potentially fulfill the consumers’ needs, an opportunity evaluation will take place. The 
evaluation consists of forecasting the future sales for the designed product (Costa and Jongen, 
2006, p. 461). Consequently, if the estimated market performance meets the expectations, 
further development will occur and it will move into the next stage in the consumer-led NPD 
process, the testing stage. Testing, and also development, of both the product and the 
marketing strategy can occur. After the testing is completed the next step is the market 
introduction of the new product, which looks at the targeted consumers’ and the competitors’ 
reactions towards the new product. Depending on the results in this stage, adjustments in the 
product and the marketing strategy can occur, which will be established in the fifth and final 
stage, in the consumer-led NPD process, the life-cycle management (Costa and Jongen, 2006, 
p. 461).  
 
The information about the consumer-led product development, which is explained above, 
aims to present an insight into the current art of product development. The authors regard this 
information as valuable as these processes could be potentially linked with open innovation 
practices in which the consumers take on a very important role within the production process. 
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FIGURE 2. THE CONSUMER-LED NEW-PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

(Source: Urban & Hauser, 1993) 
 
Several models of applied open innovation practices can be found in the literature. All of 
them are based on observations by researchers at respective firms. Some of the models have 
important implications and are suitable for usage within the food industry. In order to present 
the reader with an idea about how these models work we will briefly describe and illustrate 
the most important concepts below: 
 
The SiW model 
The “Sharing is Winning” model, depicted below, and first proposed by Traitler and Saguy 
(2009), has been initially developed for the food industry and afterwards extended to other 
industries. The model is centered around co-innovation that can yield benefits for all parties 
involved. It tries to achieve the following three objectives: first value creation within the value 
chain; second relationship building and demonstration of goodwill; and finally third 
establishing trust and winning each other’s` respect. Collaboration based on co-creation in 
alliances, partnerships and joint ventures is therefore vital for the success of the cooperation 
(Enkel et al., 2009; Traitler et al., 2011). As one can see in the model, there are three levels of 
co-development. These are universities and other research institutes; start-ups and individual 
investors and a certain number of key suppliers. In order to start any collaboration on one of 
the three levels, the solution seeker must inform a potential solution provider about his exact 
needs and requirements. Therefore, needs, gaps or requirements must be discussed openly and 
honestly with the strategic partners (Traitler et al., 2011, p. R63).  
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Important steps 
Traitler and Saguy (2009) developed a roadmap with steps for a successful implementation of 
the SiW model. The five steps of their roadmap which they developed for the large and well-
known food producer Nestlé are: “1. partner selection; 2. co-creation of intellectual 
properties; 3. joint creative problem-solving teams; 4. implementing best practices; 5. 
sustainable and continuous processes affecting people, mindset, metrics, culture, and 
education” (Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p. 21). The implementation of the SiW model bears 
risks but also a big potential for benefits. Benefits that can arise are collaborations with a 
talented workforce and skilled experts as well an acceleration of the innovation process 
(Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p. 21). Even more important upfront costs can be significantly 
reduced as resources are shared across several shoulders (Traitler et al., 2011, p. R64). 
Naturally an adoption of the SiW process comes with several obstacles as well. Most 
importantly not every company is ready to provide the open culture that is needed to 
voluntarily share intellectual property. Furthermore, it is vital for firms engaging in SiW 
processes to consider risk issues before deciding to share information and knowledge with 
external actors. One way to secure intellectual protection is by signing confidentiality 
agreement or other agreements ensuring no violation of the partnership (Bigliardi and Gilati, 
2013, p. 21). In the case of Nestlé the SiW application turned out a success with the firm 
being able to substantially extend scope and speed of its innovation and renovation pipelines 
(Traitler et al., 2011, p. R64). 

 
 
FIGURE 3. THE SIW MODEL AND THE OPEN FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN 
(Source: Bigliardi et al., 2010) 
 
The WFGM model 
The Want, Find, Get, Manage (which we will call WFGM henceforth) model developed by 
Slowinski (2004) identifies how and when external knowledge is required and processed 
within the innovation process. An illustration of the model can be found below. 
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FIGURE 4. THE WFGM MODEL AND THE OPEN FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN 

(Source: Bigliardi et al., 2010) 
 
The WFGM model consists of four steps. During the WANT stage the organization identifies 
the necessity of accessing external knowledge. In the FIND stage it is busy finding the right 
external partner for the job. The GET stage is reached when the firm managed to acquire the 
knowledge it identified in phase 1. The aim of this stage is to create a win-win situation that 
creates benefits for all partners included (Mehlman et al., 2010, p. 62). Finally, during the 
MANAGE phase, the firm must coordinate and integrate the partners` resources in order to 
meet every party`s specific goals and objectives. This includes ensuring that all parties 
understand rules and processes of the partnership like how to exchange information and what 
information to exchange, for example (Slowinski & Sagal, 2010, p.44). 
 
The food-machinery framework 
 
The model, first described by Bigliardi et al. (2010) is one of the most frequently adopted 
models in the food machinery industry and depicts the relationship among the food supply 
chain (Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p. 21). Furthermore, the authors point out that the 
complexity of food supply chains has increased with the need of including multiple external 
knowledge sources in order to look for potential new products and technologies (Bigliardi et 
al., 2010, p. 249). The model analyzes the interaction processes across the supply chain and 
identifies the open innovation practices by the respective parties (Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p. 
21). The supplier inhabits a special, innovative role within the open innovation process. 
Another special characteristic of this model is that it shows how companies try to involve 
their customer within the innovation processes. This is done through tracking their 
modifications in products and by involving them within market research and other product 
development activities (Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p. 21). Therefore, the food machinery 
model highlights the impact of user innovation. 
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FIGURE 5. THE FOOD-MACHINERY FRAMEWORK AND THE OPEN FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN 
(Source: Bigliardi et al., 2010) 
 
This thesis will try to incorporate the models presented above and it will test whether any of 
these models is currently being applied within the food industry, in particular within the firms 
that we interviewed. 
 
Ethical considerations to Innovation 
When a firm decides to change its way of innovating, the decision brings ethical 
considerations with it which have to be regarded at all times. There are many different people 
and positions that are involved in the innovation activities which will be subject to change. 
Therefore, management must keep an eye on the needs and point of views of their employees 
at all times. It is essential to communicate the planned changes openly and to involve the 
employees in the changing process. 
 
Furthermore, especially the topic of open innovation involves many unclear ethical issues. 
How will organizations deal with intellectual property, especially origins of the knowledge 
and know-how and how can confidentiality of certain information be preserved in an 
extensive open environment? (Fassin, 2000, p. 199). Firms engaging in open innovation 
practices must keep these unresolved ethical issues in mind and dedicate appropriate 
resources to resolving them in order to achieve a code of best practice that can satisfy all 
parties involved in the innovation activities. 
 
Going back to the innovation model 
With the theoretical knowledge that we obtained through familiarizing ourselves with the 
topic, we were able to understand the different innovation inputs and processes in much more 
detail. An Illustration of our newly designed model can be seen below. 
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FIGURE 6. REVISED FRAMEWORK OF PREVIOUS INNOVATION-RELATED KNOWLEDGE BY THE 
AUTHORS 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter will discuss and motivate the applicable philosophical approach of this thesis. 
The purpose of our study has constituted the base when choosing the appropriate 
methodology to undertake this thesis. We aim to provide a fundamental understanding of our 
motivations concerning the choice of topic and methods. In addition, we discuss individual 
preconceptions and potential ethical concerns that could arise within this research. 

3.1 PRE-UNDERSTANDING 
 
A researchers pre-understanding is mainly being formed by experience from others and 
different intermediaries such as textbooks, research reports and lectures. The combination of 
one’s own experience and other people’s experiences constitutes a store of knowledge that 
represents the pre-understanding (Gummesson, 1988, p. 60).  In a research project the pre-
understanding plays an important part, due to the fact that it represents and explains the 
individual’s understanding of the subject at the starting point of the project (Gummesson, 
1988, p. 60). Gummesson (1988, p. 55) further states that pre-understanding implies a certain 
attitude on the researcher and also involves his or her personal experience and commitment. 
This statement is supported by Stenbacka (2001) who states that the concept of pre-
understanding contains understood knowledge, insights and experience that accompanies the 
researchers when entering their studies (Stenbacka, 2001, p. 553). Moreover, she argues and 
highlights that the importance of pre-understanding as: “the most basic insight is that the 
researcher is always part of the study. Only when accepting this fact to the fullest can we 
make use of it.” Additionally, both Gummesson (1988) and Stenbacka (2001) divide pre-
understanding into two different parts, called first-hand and second-hand pre-understanding. 
First-hand pre-understanding implies the knowledge and the understanding one receives from 
own personal experiences (Gummesson, 1988, p. 60), while second-hand pre-understanding 
concerns knowledge that is based on literature or information gathered from other people 
(Stenbacka, 2001, p. 553). Finally, Stenbacka states that first-hand pre-understanding is more 
valuable to a study, in comparison with second-handed pre-understanding, to which a lot of 
people are being exposed to (Stenbacka, 2001, p. 553). This is simply due to the risk of people 
misunderstanding the information communicated by others or only grasping the information 
in a superficial or incomplete way (Gummesson, 1988, p. 61). In order to demonstrate our 
pre-understanding and thinking that influenced us throughout this research paper, both of the 
authors will briefly describe their perceptions in the following paragraphs. 
 
Pre-Understanding of Eike Brian Roeben 

 
I had literally never heard of the open innovation paradigm when we first came across it. I 
knew of the existence of traditional research and development-led innovation concepts, 
measurements and processes but I have never thought about a process to open them up. 
Therefore, I possess no first-hand information regarding this particular topic. My experiences 
during internships have taught me that firms already turn to external other organizations to 
learn from- especially to the ones which successfully established certain technological 
processes and software applications. During these internships I have also realized how much 
the society is already opening up to external knowledge and I have witnessed both stunning 
advantages and challenging problems that come with this movement. 
 
My knowledge about the food industry has previously also been rather little. Although I have 
had several jobs as a waiter and my aunt has been working in the food industry for a long 
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time, I have never really looked behind the basic tasks of the industry which is mainly the 
production of food. Therefore, I have very little previous knowledge that influences me on 
this topic. All concepts, models and definitions mentioned within this paper are new to me 
and I am very interested to find out how much open innovation is already being used in this 
mature industry. 
 

Pre-Understanding of Angelica Lilja 
 
To me, the open innovation paradigm was something entirely new. In the back of my head I 
might have heard the words once or twice before but never paid much attention to the subject. 
During the years at university I have come across different ways and techniques of doing 
research and innovation, but this was on a more traditional and basic level. However, during 
my three years at Umeå University I have read, and been told, that some organizations make 
use of each other in order to create something new and better, which is a little, incremental, 
step towards open innovation. Basically one can say that, what I know about this area are 
second-hand experiences due to the fact that I have only picked up information that has been 
supplied to me from books and other people. 
 
Further, since my father, Håkan Lilja, works in the food industry, at the company Mondelez 
International, the characteristics of this industry have always been appealing to me. I have 
always had a personal interest and wanted to learn more about how organizations in this 
industry work and about which other companies are present within this industry. This interest 
begun when my dad brought home new flavors and products, now and then, which I had the 
opportunity to try. Occasionally, I also had the chance to try other company’s products 
beforehand. All this created a particular interest in me, concerning the food industry in itself 
and how the industry works, in particular with introducing new, astonishing flavors on a 
frequent basis. 
 
However, I have additional personal experiences in the food industry as I have been working 
at one of the biggest grocery stores in Sweden, ICA. I have also had several different jobs at 
hotels where I most often worked in the restaurant or during the breakfast. However, even 
though I have been this close to the food industry for many years, I have never really taken 
the time to take a deeper look into it. I would like to look behind the universal production and 
study the actual production of food.  
 
Finally, due to these personal experiences I would argue that I have at least a little first-hand 
knowledge in this area. Even if all concepts which are brought up in this thesis are new to me, 
the knowledge and the understanding I have will help me to examine this industry with a both 
critical but also understanding point of view.  
 
Combined pre-understanding 

 
By looking at our individual pre-understandings one can clearly see that both researchers have 
had very different experiences and thoughts on this topic. Eike has a new and innovative way 
of looking at this industry, while Angelica has a more experienced, traditional way. Thus one 
could argue that Eike lacks experience on this topic and could approach the study in a naive 
and easy going way. The question whether one can think critically without having previous 
knowledge on the topic must be addressed. However, we see Eike`s open, unbiased thinking 
as a great chance for our research. Combined with the knowledge that Angelica possesses we 
thus have an ideal situation enabling us to look at the industry and its processes from two 
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different angles. This allows us to tackle the research problem on a two-dimensional level that 
will broaden the horizon of this research. 

3.2 RESEARCH PARADIGM 
 
Denzin and Lincoln (1994, p. 107) define a research paradigm as “a set of basic beliefs that 
deals with ultimate or first principles”. Furthermore, they describe the paradigm to represent 
a researcher’s view on the world, the nature of it and an individual`s place in it as well as 
one`s relationships with the world and its many facets (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 107). 
There is no truth criterion available as every researcher has his own views that he acts on 
simply by faith. A researcher`s basic beliefs can be established by asking three essential 
questions, the ontological, epistemological and methodological question respectively (Denzin 
& Lincoln, 1994, p. 108).  Epistemology asks, “How do we know the world? What is the 
relationship between the inquirer and the known?” Ontology asks about the nature of reality. 
Methodology focuses on how we gain knowledge about the world (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, 
p. 99). We will now turn to examine each part of the paradigm in more detail and discuss our 
beliefs and philosophical standpoints. 

3.3 ONTOLOGY 
 
As indicated, the ontological question concerns the actual forms of nature and reality. Thus 
one must first identify what the form and nature of reality is before one can try and collect 
information about it (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 108). There are two main competing views 
and beliefs about the nature of reality- the ontological standpoints of objectivism and 
constructivism respectively.  
 
Objectivism is deeply rooted and commonly associated with realism and essentialism (Lakoff, 
1987). Realism, for example, is said to believe in the existence of a world which is external to 
humans and completely independent of human experience (Jonassen, 1991, p. 8). In addition, 
objectivism assumes that the world is real and structured, while the structure can be modeled 
differently be every learner. The purpose of the mind is used to mirror reality and structure 
and the meaning of thought processes that therein occur is external to the understander- 
instead it is determined by the structure of the real world (Jonassen, 1991, p. 9). To put it into 
more simple words, the standpoint of objectivism holds that an objective reality exists which 
the learner assimilates (Jonassen, 1991, p. 10). Social phenomena and their meanings exist 
independent of social actors. Furthermore, the social phenomena and categories, used in 
everyday life, also have a separate existence from social actors. 
 
Many constructivists on the other hand share the goal of understanding the complexity of the 
world we live in from the perspective of the people actually living in it (Denzin & Lincoln, 
1994, p. 118). They show a big concern for the individual world and aim to grasp the meaning 
and an actor`s definition of a certain situation. Rather than seeing the world as many closed 
entities, they commonly regard it as constructed by its social actors (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, 
p. 118). Within constructivism, the inquirer aims to understand the process of meaning 
construction and tries to read from the language and actions of social actors. 
 
Within this study, we are looking for and establishing interactive processes with our 
interviewees that will help us to establish knowledge. Therefore, knowledge is created 
through interaction by social actors and cannot be regarded as an external identity beyond the 
reach of social actors. This leads to the conclusion that reality must be established through 
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ongoing processes affected through the interaction of social actors. Due to the above 
reasoning, and especially its fit with the research purpose, this paper will take on the 
ontological standpoint of constructivism. 

3.4 EPISTEMOLOGY 
 
The epistemological question addresses the relationship between the inquirer and the known. 
It is related and constrained by the ontological question as one`s ontology heavily influences 
the art of collecting knowledge about what was established to be nature and reality (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 1994, p. 118). Essentially, it discusses what can be seen as acceptable knowledge. 
There are two main ideas commonly associated with epistemology- the standpoints of 
positivism and interpretivism. 
 
The standpoint of positivism holds that the purpose of science is to simply stick to the 
observable and measurable (Sachdeva, 2009, p. 25). The world and the universe are 
predictable through scientific methods and the world is steered through laws of cause and 
effect. Deductive reasoning (we will explain the term in more detail later in this chapter) is 
commonly used to confirm or reject testable theories. Furthermore, positivists exercise a 
strong belief in empiricism- the idea that the core of scientific endeavor is based around ideas 
of measurement and observation (Sachdeva, 2009, p. 25). 
 
Opposing the ideas and thoughts of positivism, interpretivism negates the application of 
natural science methods to the social sciences (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 119). 
Interpretivists generally agree that the natural sciences aim to deliver scientific explanations 
while social sciences are primarily trying to grasp and understand the meaning of social 
phenomena (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 119). Therefore, Interpretivists argue for the 
uniqueness of human inquiry.  
 
There are several different groups of thinking concerning the idea of interpretivism, many 
stemming from the German intellectual tradition of hermeneutics and the concept of 
Verstehen which was firstly introduced by Max Weber. A detailed description of all these 
groups of thinking, in the light of sociology as well as anthropology is beyond the scope of 
this paper. In essence, most researchers in this area agree that empiricists` pictures of social 
reality miss the intersubjective meanings and ways in which social actors express themselves, 
in particular in their language and descriptions of practices (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 120). 
Thus, researchers must try to understand the meaning of the social actors that they associate 
with their social world. 
 
As our research purpose clearly indicates, we are aiming to obtain in-depth information from 
our interview participants. In order to understand them correctly, their thoughts and anxieties, 
we need to approach their comments and information from their perspective. We further stress 
the importance of language in our research. As one minor change or different statement can 
result in a totally new setting and context, the interviews and their results are constant subject 
to change and can be altered by both the researchers and the interviewees. Therefore, the 
standpoint of interpretivism fits very well with our research purpose and idea. Consequently 
this standpoint will be applied throughout this thesis. 
 
Both the ontological standpoint of constructivism and the epistemological standpoint of 
interpretivism are closely linked and related to each other. Given the fit with our research idea 
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and purpose they constitute the appropriate choice for this research paper and will allow for 
an in-depth interpretation of the obtained information. 

3.5 METHODOLOGY 
 
As indicated, the methodological question concerns the accumulation of knowledge about the 
world. Again, the answer to this question is heavily dependent on the answers given to the 
epistemological and ontological question. As we chose constructivism and interpretivism as 
the appropriate epistemology and ontology for this research paper, we highlighted the 
importance of social actors in the knowledge-creation process and the focus of understanding 
their individual perceptions. Following this line of argumentation, we can thus conclude that 
the accumulation of knowledge about the world takes place through the formation of ever 
more informed and sophisticated social constructions (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 114). The 
transfer of knowledge across different settings through in-depth studies therefore plays a 
major role in the establishment of knowledge. 

3.6 INDUCTIVE AND DEDUCTIVE- A MIXED APPROACH 
 
According to Thomas (2006, p. 238) an inductive approach allows researchers to obtain 
findings from frequent, dominant and significant themes inherent in raw data without any 
methodological restraints. To express it more simply, researchers can obtain their data in a 
relatively free and individual manner through generating information from interviews. Upon 
the received data, an inductive approach is then used to generate new theory rather than 
testing already established theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998, p.12). In addition, Patton (1980, 
p. 40) describes that an inductive research design leads the researcher to be free of any pre-
existing expectations on his research setting. Thereby, an inductive approach aims to establish 
“goal-free” evaluation, which means that the actual program effects are described rather than 
solely the planned effects (Scriven, 1991, p. 56). Further, an inductive approach will result in 
an analysis which contains themes and patterns that were established within the interviews 
(Patton, 1980 p.306). 
 
Deductive analysis, on the other hand, refers to data analyses set out to test if the data is 
consistent with previously posed assumptions, theories and hypotheses that were constructed 
by other researchers or investigators (Thomas, 2006, p. 238).  
 
As our research questions states, we stride to identify the processes of open innovation 
primarily applied in the food industry. Within chapter 2 we introduced several models, that 
previous research had established and which might be suitable for application in the given 
industry. Thus this study aims to test whether these models are applied. Therefore, one could 
argue that the study is built around a deductive approach. 
 
Our purpose, on the contrary, also states that we intend to develop an in-depth understanding 
of the processes in the industry and potential barriers to an open innovation application. As 
we cannot be certain that open innovation processes are applied anywhere within the food 
industry or if the models we introduced can be of any use in this context we decided to 
undertake this research in a “goal-free” manner without pre-existing expectations. One 
additional goal of this study is to develop our own model about the application of open 
innovation in the food industry and then to compare it to the already existing, competing 
models. On these grounds, the study also contains many inductive components. 
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As Thomas (2006, p.238) points out, many evaluation projects are using both inductive and 
deductive analyses. Therefore, it is not uncommon to use a mixture of these two research 
approaches. As a mixture of these fits our research question and purpose most adequately, we 
will thus use both approaches in this study. 

3.7 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH APPROACH 
 
We acknowledge that both quantitative and qualitative research could be undertaken to 
answer the research question posted in the introductory chapter. While quantitative research 
could have yielded more generalizable results and a larger-scale sample would enable us to 
draw better conclusions about the actual application of open innovation within the food 
industry, a qualitative research approach enables us to get a deeper understanding of the 
processes of open innovation and potential barriers to an actual application. 
 
As our research purpose indicates, we aim to achieve a richer understanding of the open 
innovation application and the individual implications for companies engaging in it. To 
understand different meanings that people place on their experiences requires developed 
research techniques that analyze the actors` own motivations, interpretations and 
understandings thoroughly (Sachdeva, 2009, p. 165).  
 
Qualitative research is used to tell the inquirer why and how phenomena happen the way they 
do. To do so it employs several interpretative techniques such as describing, decoding and 
translating (Sachdeva, 2009, p. 165). These qualities suit our research purpose very well. 
Therefore we decided upon applying a qualitative research strategy in order to meet our 
desired outcome of fully answering both our research question and purpose. In addition, 
qualitative research is commonly associated with the epistemological standpoint of 
interpretivism and the ontological standpoint of constructivism. As mentioned before, this 
paper takes on these respective standpoints and is therefore well in line with most qualitative 
studies. 
 
Further, this study is built around interviews and emphasizes the concept of meaning making. 
According to Potter (1996 p.67), meaning making can best be achieved through an 
examination of the symbols and the language that study participants use. Although this 
constitutes a difficult task, where different perspectives need to be viewed and where it is of 
the highest importance to get the right understanding of the context, this is most likely 
achievable through the application of a qualitative research approach (Potter, 1996, p.68). Our 
respondents will answer to our semi-structured interviews enabling them to elaborate and 
develop on their answers. This would not have been possible applying a quantitative research 
approach. 

3.8 SOURCE CRITICISM 
 
As we are striding for credibility throughout this whole research, we consider it important to 
include a source criticism here. We will therefore critically examine both primary and 
secondary sources and their contributions to this paper. Naturally, our primary sources are of 
great value as they provide first hand, actual information that this study is based on. On the 
other hand, our secondary sources, mainly consisting of books and scientific articles, are also 
important as they represent an academic focus rather than a practical and are often tested and 
improved by other researchers. Further, they have played a major role in the identification of 
the research gap and have supplied us with most relevant theories and models. 
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In order to thoroughly and critically reflect upon both types of sources we will analyze them 
based on the four criteria established by Edvardson (2003 pp.190-195): 
 
1. Authenticity and genuineness of the material in whole or in part. 
2. Originality of the material (contemporary or old sources?) 
3. Objectivity, tendency and bias in the material. (Does it constitute a skewed sample or     
contain withholds?) 
4. Dependencies among materials (are one or more sources taken from another?) 
 
Secondary sources 
As many articles used within this study, especially Chesbrough`s articles that first established 
the concept of open innovation, have been subject to frequent peer revision, they can be 
regarded to have obtained credibility within the field of this study. Therefore, we can assume 
that most of the articles and books in question are either completely or partially genuine. In 
addition, as the reader has probably noticed, the sources concerning open innovation are all 
extremely recent as the open innovation paradigm has only been introduced in 2003. 
Therefore, research in this area is brand new which results in high credibility. The sources that 
concern the methodological parts of this paper are not as recent, but they have been around for 
a long time and have been approved and developed by many other scholars. 
 
Criteria 3 and 4 could weaken the source credibility as we cannot exclude the possibility of a 
certain tendency and bias in some of the articles. Naturally, Chesbrough, as the inventor of the 
open innovation paradigm, has a rather subjective view on this topic. He is also the author that 
is most referred to and quoted. There seems to be an overwhelming appreciation for this 
concept as many researchers that researched this area argue for the advantages of this concept 
while only few (e.g. Trott and Hartmann 2009) criticize it. Therefore, there exists a certain 
tendency towards subjectivity as many other scholars develop and depend on the ideas of 
Chesbrough. 
 
Primary sources 
The primary sources, mainly our interview partners, are all experts in their respective fields. 
We only interviewed senior executives which allows for a certain credibility right from the 
start. It comes relatively intuitive that the primary sources are biased and subjective to a 
certain extent, which is okay as we are very interested in their own individual perceptions. 
Furthermore, as we have managed to obtain a high number of respondents, subjectivity can be 
decreased through various different inputs. As our respondents do not know of the existence 
of the other respondents, we can neglect the threat of interdependencies among our primary 
sources. 
 
In general, we are very satisfied with the sources we obtained and we are of the definite 
opinion that these sources have supplied us with relevant and credible inputs. 

3.9 INTERVIEW DESIGN/ SAMPLING METHOD 
 
As Onwuegbuzie and Leech (2007) point out, sampling constitutes a very important step in 
both quantitative and qualitative research. In order to supply the reader with an exact picture, 
we will describe our sampling process in detail. As we intend to answer our research question 
in the best possible way, it is essential that our sampling process happens in line with the 
research question and purpose set out in the introduction of this paper.  
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A purposeful sampling technique is widely accepted to be best suitable when undertaking 
qualitative research (Onwuegbuzie & Leech 2007; Patton, 1990). Purposeful sampling aims to 
choose interviewees deliberately for specific purposes. This can be due to their possession of 
specific information and expertise as well as other characteristics (Potter 1996). As our study 
aims to understand the open innovation process in a specific industry, we naturally seek for 
respondents from this industry to gain the needed information. Therefore, we will apply a 
purposeful sampling technique within this study. 
 
Among the purposeful sampling techniques we chose theory/concept sampling in which the 
researcher samples individuals or firms to help him discover or generate new theories or 
various different concepts within a theory (Creswell, 2006, p. 205). Considering our research 
idea and purpose, this constitutes the adequate sampling process as we aim to develop a 
deeper understanding about open innovation and the application of the open innovation 
processes present in the industry. 
 
In order to find the appropriate interview partners, we contacted several firms within the 
Swedish, but also the European food industry. Further, we also contacted a food academy 
which specialized on aiding food companies with establishing open innovation practices. One 
of our goals herein was to establish a sample with maximal variation. We aimed to interview 
firms with various sizes in order to obtain a more in-depth picture of the whole industry. 
Furthermore, as the theme of open innovation is rather new, unexplored and complex we 
contacted only senior business executives, often the chief executive officer or the manager of 
the product development or R&D department, to understand common trends in the adoption 
of open innovation in the respective organizations. Thus our respondents will possess valuable 
knowledge and will be able to understand our conceptual models in the right contexts. On the 
other hand, it is intuitive that our identified and favored respondents are hard to get a hold of 
and their time is very valuable. We have experienced this time-shortage ourselves in a tough 
way as many of the companies that we contacted had to neglect the possibility of having an 
interview with us due to time pressure or simply did not answer to our interview request. Thus 
we had to spend a considerable amount of time approach many different companies in order 
to obtain our final number of responding companies. We are happy about the data and the 
respondents that we obtained and believe that the fact that these interviewees possess valuable 
knowledge will add further credibility to our study. 
 
We emerged with 8 completed interviews. More detailed information can be found in the 
table below. 
 

 
 
TABLE 1. INTERVIEW OVERVIEW 
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3.10 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS 
 
We have been long debating about the interview design and the question of which design 
would constitute the best design to meet our research question and purpose adequately. Both 
structured and unstructured interviewing techniques offer advantages and drawbacks. 
Explaining all of these would be beyond the scope of this study. We decided upon a semi-
structured interview design as strictly structured interviews usually leave little room for 
flexibility and only allow for a limited set of response categories (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 
363). As we intend to understand the motivations, reasons and feelings of our interviewees 
and aim to understand their individual perceptions and thoughts, a very structured design 
would not be suitable. On the other hand, unstructured interviews assign the responsibility of 
leading the way to the interviewee (Gillham, 2005, p.45). As we are also inclined to test the 
application of certain models and aim to contrast and compare the answers of our 
interviewees to each other, we are in need of certain structural boundaries that enable us to 
achieve all our aims. This line of reasoning led us to the art of semi-structured interviews 
which constitutes the adequate design for this study. We will thus pay special attention to 
establishing an interview guide containing the main questions of importance while leaving 
room for flexibility and the chance to pose follow-up questions that we had not thought about 
before. 
 
As Gillham (2005 p.72) points out, semi-structured interviews contain a strong element of 
discovery while allowing an analysis in terms of commonalities due to its structured focus. 
Therefore, this interview type suits our research strategy perfectly. Semi-structured interviews 
typically pose the same questions to all interviewees and allow for an approximately 
equivalent interview time, given to each respondent. Furthermore, all kinds of questions 
usually go through a process of development that ensures their topic focus (Gillham, 
2005, p.70).  
 
Gillham (2005 p.76) also introduces five important stages in which the interview will be 
conducted: the preparation phase, the initial contact phase, the orientation phase, the 
substantive phase and the closure phase. The preparation phase constitutes the phase in which 
interviewees are contacted and time and place for the interview is agreed upon. Furthermore, 
the researchers must ensure that recording tapes are functioning, the room is looking suitable 
and they must take care of similar minor activities and issues that could create potential 
problems. The second and third stage concern the exchanging of social and informational 
elements as well as ensuring that the interviewees understood the previously communicated 
information and research ideas. During the substantive phase the actual interview is carried 
out through answering the intended questions. The final stage, the closure phase, is then 
concerned with asking the interviewee whether information was missing and double-checking 
the information that was presented during the interview. 

3.11 TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS 
 
As the participants of this study are geographically very dispersed, throughout Sweden and 
even Europe, and due to work-related reasons unable to meet us at a central location, we 
decided to interview several respondents by telephone. One drawback of this technique is that 
we cannot establish contact in person with the interviewee and thus cannot observe his 
reactions and body language (Creswell, 2006, p. 216). This could further result in a loss of 
empathy and interpersonal chemistry (Gillham, 2005, p.103). As we can only communicate 
vocally we know that we demand much concentration from the respondents` side. 
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On the other hand telephone interviews enable us to remain reactive. We can thus clarify 
misunderstandings, detect and identify cues from the tone of voice. Furthermore, there is 
much engagement which can result in mutual responsiveness which in turn yields quality of 
the interview content (Gillham, 2005, p.102). Furthermore, respondents might express their 
ideas and thoughts more liberally as they cannot that easily be intimidated and observed by 
the researchers. Even more, this form of interviewing allows us to interview the respondents 
without taking up too much time. All of the interviews we conducted, except one, ranged 
from 30-60 minutes. Furthermore, as not all of our respondents were so proficient to answer 
our entire questions on this very specific topic in English, we translated the question into the 
respective language (Swedish and German). In addition, as most of the interviews were 
carried out by only one researcher, we must highlight the possibility of a potential bias in the 
findings as the respondents could potentially react and respond differently to different 
interviewers. We thus acknowledge the drawbacks of telephone interviews but decided to 
carry out interviews in this manner, much due to the pure necessity and given availability of 
the respondents. 

3.12 THE INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
As both our financial and time resources are limited, we set out to design a study enabling us 
to be both cost- and time-effective. We therefore established an interview guide of 10 
questions that we distributed among all our respondents. This interview guide is a repetition 
and contains the exact same questions that Chesbrough and Crowther (2006) used to 
determine early adopters of open innovation in other industries. Since these questions have 
been approved by various researchers and have been established by the inventor of the open 
innovation paradigm, they deliver much credibility to this study. However, one must keep in 
mind potential ethical issues that using a previously established interview guide bring with it. 
As the questions directly stem from the inventor of the open innovation approach, this could, 
for example, result in bias as these questions could be potentially misleading the respondents 
and lead them to answering the questions in a way which they regard the most socially 
accepted and desired. However, as we regard these questions to be highly relevant and in 
correspondence with our line of argumentation presented above, we came to the conclusion 
that the used questions are relevant and the benefits of using them would outweigh potential 
risk and drawbacks. The table below illustrates the authors that discussed and established 
certain topics around open innovation, which are part of the questions posed to the 
interviewees, and therefore delivers extra credibility to the questions of the interview guide. 
 

 
 
TABLE 2. OVERVIEW AUTHORS AND INTERVIEW GUIDE 

 
In order to prevent misunderstandings and potentially misleading perceptions we provided our 
respondents with our interview guide well ahead in time of the interviews. This enabled them 
to reflect upon and prepare for the questions. One negative characteristic of this is a possible 
loss of spontaneity (Gillham, 2005, p.18). However, in this particular situation we are of the 
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opinion that the advantages of handing out our interview guide in advance well outweigh the 
costs. Furthermore, it is also more ethical as the respondents will know exactly what the study 
is about. 
 
The two versions of our interview guide can be found in appendix 5 of this paper. Because of 
the difference in their tasks and goals compared to the other interviewees, we asked a 
different set of questions to the employees of Livsmedelasakademin. These questions relate in 
particular to the Trainee Program that the network organizes every 2 years. The reason to 
conduct some of the interviews in the respondents` native languages was to enable them to 
lead the discussion and to elaborate their answers as much as possible. Furthermore, they 
might not express some of their ideas and opinions if they feel like they cannot adequately 
express them in English. Being interviewed in their native language, the respondents will be 
able to discuss our concepts in a wider and deeper context. We realize that our translation 
activities could be a threat to the paper`s validity as information could be lost or falsely 
presented. Nevertheless, we are willing to take this risk in order to obtain a richer 
understanding as set out in this research`s purpose. Additionally, we will take great care in 
translating the respondent`s answer in order to minimize potential flaws. 

3.13 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
 
As Denzin & Lincoln (1994, p. 89) point out, most ethical concerns are linked to issues where 
interviewees are harmed physically or psychologically or where problems of consent, 
deception or data confidentiality arise. We will take all these concerns into consideration and 
try our best provide a research paper that addresses and deals with all matters of ethical 
concern. 
 
Ensuring no harm and obtaining the interviewee`s consent 
Naturally, we want to assure that no harm is done to any interviewee and that all participants 
of this study are treated equally and with respect. Our chosen topic aims to find empirical 
evidence of a new innovation paradigm. Therefore, the questions presented to the 
interviewees have not been of a delicate topic but rather concern a topic of managerial 
concern that offered the interviewees the possibility to discuss the future development of their 
businesses and the entire industry. In addition, the interviewees and their respective 
organizations have volunteered freely to be a part of this study and have been given the 
chance to remain anonymous throughout this paper. Furthermore, the interviewees were free 
to withhold certain answers and to withdraw from the study at any time. Before this thesis was 
published, all participants were given the chance to proofread the information we displayed 
and to notify us of mistakes and privacy/ data violations. 
 
Deception 
In order to leave no room for feelings of deception we have communicated and explained our 
research question and purpose to all participants of this study. A research guide, containing all 
the questions that have been asked throughout the interview, was send to the interviewees 
well in time to allow them to prepare for the questions and to get a feeling for the topic and 
ideas we are interested in. 
 

Data Confidentiality and Privacy Matters 
Maintaining a high level of privacy is one of the main targets within this study. In order to 
ensure that no one's privacy is invaded, we decided to hold all interviews through the phone 
or at the interviewees’ offices during their regular working hours. Especially the telephone 
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interviews increased the participants` comfort and privacy. We took all necessary precautions 
to ensure that no interviewee was able to gain information about other interviewees and their 
respective organizations. As there is only a certain number of large producers in the food 
industry we aim to find the right balance among providing relevant information to the reader 
and ensuring the highest privacy to our participants. 

3.14 TRANSCRIBING AND ANALYZING THE INTERVIEWS 
 
In order to allow for an easier and faster processing of the large amounts of data, we recorded 
and transcribed the obtained data from our interviews. As the exact language and words are 
important in order to fully understand our respondents, it is essential not to take the meaning 
and interpretation of the interview out of the context. We started to process the data with a 
preliminary exploratory analysis which consists of exploring the data to get a first impression 
about the general ideas and topics (Creswell, 2005, p. 237). This led us to establishing first 
ideas on how to organize the data and whether we needed to obtain more. 
 
We continued analyzing the data through coding it. Coding is widely known as the process of 
segmenting and labeling large amounts of texts to form broad themes within the data 
(Creswell, 2005, p. 237). In detail, in order to make sense of the data, we divided the text into 
several segments which we labeled with various codes. Codes herein included both words and 
phrases describing the theme. We then examined and compared the different codes for 
overlap and redundancy and developed the general, broad themes among the results. We 
thereby followed an inductive process (Creswell, 2005, p. 237). Unusable data was left out as 
it could not make relevant contributions to this research topic. An overview about the coding 
process can be found below. 
 

 
FIGURE 7- A VISUAL MODEL OF THE CODING PROCESS 

(Source: Creswell, 2005, p.251) 
 
Through constantly repeating the coding process to check for redundancy and overlap we 
managed to reduce the important themes to a plausible number. These themes constitute the 
most frequent topics that were discussed during the interviews and they will be explained in 
detail during the presentation of results which follows in the next chapter. 
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4. EMPIRICAL DATA/ RESULTS 
 
In this chapter we will provide and describe our empirical findings. We will present relevant 
information and extracts from the interviews we undertook. The information will be presented 
in chronological order with one interviewee after the other. As in the other parts of this paper, 
we will present the information with a constant link to the research question and purpose. 
Thus we will only present the information relevant to the research question. 
 
In order to make this section more comfortable to read, we have divided the respondents’ 
answers into different sections. This subdivision in sections allows for a better structure and 
enables the reader to grasp the important information from the interviews in an easier and 
faster way. The first section describes the outside-in process, in which the firms look for 
external knowledge and technology to integrate internally, while the second section describes 
the inside-out process, in which firms try to take ideas and technologies to the market in order 
to receive additional innovation revenues. In addition, the third section will highlight 
important information concerning the coupled process in which co-creation and joint 
development with partner firms is addressed. Finally, the fourth section contains important 
information regarding the barriers to an open innovation application and important industry 
characteristics. As our questions towards the executives of the Livsmedelsakademin and their 
Trainee-Program were slightly different, the analysis of their interviews will also differ from 
the structure of the other interviewees’ results. Furthermore, it happened that the respondents 
did not possess the needed information to answer particular questions or they briefly stated 
that certain processes simply do not take place. Thus, if a particular section is not touched 
upon in the summary of a respective interview, this is due to the lack of information as 
explained above. 

4.1 LIVSMEDELSAKADEMIN- JAN BRATTSTRÖM 
 
Jan Brattström is a 59 years old, graduated engineer in food chemistry who has worked in the 
food industry for all his life. Throughout his career he has filled various positions and tasks. 
He was the CEO of the Swedish Meat Research Institute, a wholly owned subsidiary of the 
well-known food producer “Scan”, for 8 years, and worked within other leading positions for 
many more years. Furthermore, he has also been employed at Lund University for 7 years 
where he was given responsibility for a multidisciplinary center formation that specialized on 
food. Within the positions he filled, he has thus had close contact with both the academic 
world and of course the practical world.  
 
His newest project is the food academy “livsmedelsakademin”, a loose coherent network 
organization that specializes on helping food producers to be innovative and to remain 
competitive. He is preoccupied mainly with work and career questions. He thus deals with 
making businesses more attractive for young and educated people and developing young 
capacities in the firms that can soon be the organizations` leading innovation and change 
agents. Other employees in “livsmedelsakademin” work half-time or periodically and help to 
establish the network`s goals of creating renewal and innovation in today`s food businesses as 
well as creating and constantly developing a business which offers interesting career and 
employment chances. This “food academy” further offers a Trainee-Program on open 
innovation “for young, brave, gifted and well-educated employees that have started their 
career at one of our partner companies.” This telephone interview had a length of 35 minutes 
and was held without any disturbances. 
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General industry information 
Prior to answering our questions, Jan Brattström explains to us that the food industry displays 
a low level of innovation. As it is an industry with low margins, very little resources are 
dedicated to research and development. Therefore, the level of development and innovation is 
not comparable to the pharmaceutical industry, for example. To our question whether it is 
possible to be totally innovative within this industry he answers that he believes in a totally 
innovative food industry. As Brattström highlights, the market has become more individual, 
consumer patterns change in accordance with individual values that affect consumption. The 
interviewee further points out that working with open innovation is very new in this branch 
and that only few people know about the concept of open innovation. However he indicates 
that his network`s efforts of highlighting and explaining the concept have helped it to become 
increasingly acknowledged- at least at the local level. Brattström further suggests that many 
people have worked with open innovation before, without really knowing it. 
 
When asked whether he knows about organizations in the food industry that apply open 
innovation practices or are willing to do so, the interviewee replies: 
 
“The smaller and younger, entrepreneurial firms are willing to apply these concepts as they 
are also more dependent upon it. More mature, established companies, on the other hand, 
have a hard time applying the concepts and ideas as many processes therein happen 
internally. They have established work routines and refine their processes of development and 
production in response to current market analyses”. 
 
Brattström explains that the industry is built of many small companies (with less than 500 
employees) which could constitute an advantage for the application of open innovation as 
many small firms have growth aspirations. As one positive example of the application of open 
innovation processes Brattström mentions Skånemejerier which developed and established a 
market for probiotics such as “proviva”, for example. Through collaboration with other 
companies and universities, they developed a new customer segment as they realized that the 
company could not grow sufficiently solely on their selling of dairy products. The clear 
message that Skånemejerier`s CEO and its board thereby sent out was: 
 
“We will not have all necessary resources ‘in-house’, therefore we will increasingly 
collaborate with sources outside our company. We want to aid our competence within the 
firm with external inputs”. 
 
Barriers to an OI application 
When asked for potential barriers preventing open innovation application, Brattström 
highlighted that culture was a major barrier. Especially in large organizations, he describes the 
culture as very dominant and extremely hard to change. He mentions that it is often said that 
culture always wins, no matter how good strategies the management has developed. 
Brattström also mentions the characteristics of the food industry as a barrier as firms have to 
think short term and are mainly worried about making existing production more efficient. 
Therefore, incremental changes like line-extensions are favored over radical changes. 
Brattström highlights that the culture needs to support open innovation practices and that the 
open innovation concepts stand in strong conflict with the traditional thinking of competition 
and the protection of technology and patents. Brattström believes that much understanding 
and courage is needed for firms to engage in these practices and that firms must first realize 
that the benefits of this approach will outweigh the costs. 
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The network 
Afterwards, Brattström clarifies the role of the “Livsmedelsakademin” further. He highlights 
the importance of academic inputs and displays his knowledge about Chesbrough`s model 
which he identifies to be the “ground and starting point” when it comes to open innovation. 
He describes “Livsmedelsakademin” as a network that is much facilitated through university 
inputs and highlights that many employees and coworkers exercise much networking with 
local universities. Other employees even do research in the area of open innovation and are 
currently employed as professors at Lund University. With his team of experts, Brattström 
tries to systematically introduce the concept of open innovation to help companies to develop 
an area of their business or the business itself. 
 
To the question how his organization can help companies to engage in open innovation 
processes, the interviewee stresses that his organization follows a strong philosophy of 
networking with individuals who really want it. He emphasizes a model of “digestive 
innovation” in which the organization establishes relationships among large and small 
capability firms. Therein, the large company supplies resources while the small, innovative 
company helps to create opportunities to think in new ways. Jan Brattström demonstrates this 
help through pointing out an initiative in Skåne that is called the food value of Bjuvs: 
 
“On an enormous site, all production facilities one can think of are provided, including 
storage rooms and other logistics. Small, innovative firms are invited to the site and are 
happy to use the resources to develop new innovations.” 
 
Further, the interviewee explained that the network organization provides and facilitates the 
innovative landscape or the arenas for open innovation. The firms then use these to develop 
their own technologies and product developments. The aim of the network is thus to support 
and steer young entrepreneurs in the right way. 
 
The Trainee-Program 
When asked to present important motivations and drivers behind the trainee-program, 
Brattström explained that the length of the program is spanned over 13 months and it consists 
of 35 days in total. Participants are then educated “to be the change agents of the future 
regarding open innovation”. The final aim of the program is to initiate a change process in 
the industry which is carried out by young employees. Every participant gets assigned a 
strategic project by his respective CEO. Participants then meet and discuss openly with each 
other and with a special coach from the network. The participants thereby coach each other 
and help each other to move forward. Brattström describes this process to be very interesting 
and sees it as a real open innovation environment. A non-disclosure agreement prohibits 
spread of information.  The interviewee describes the program to be unique and mentions that 
he knows of no other such project. 
 
Regarding our question on how the program helps to actually implement open innovation 
practices, the interviewee describes how participants get both a theoretical and practical 
background while working on their strategic projects. To illustrate this he gives an example of 
an expert professor coming in who educated the participants how one can practically arrange 
stores to appeal to customers. The participants are then told to implement changes at their 
workplace as learned throughout the program and to explain these changes to the board of the  
company. Theory and practice are thus closely connected. The program, which takes place 
every 2 years, aims to “fill the employees` souls with open innovation”. As a key to 
implementing changes and open innovation practices, Jan Brattström identified the young and 
upcoming generation of employees as they “do not see danger in this process”. Working with 
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more experienced, mature people on the other hand bears the risk of “falling back into your 
old role and hanging on to a specific position”. Further, Brattström identifies the mindset and 
courage as deciding and necessary factors to finally introduce open innovation processes 
within this industry and its respective firms. 
 

4.2 LIVSMEDELSAKADEMIN- ROLF BJERNDELL 
 
The interview with Rolf Bjerndell was conducted via telephone and took 42 minutes. It was 
held without any disturbances. Bjerndell starts the interview describing his past and current 
job-related activities. He has started his career as an economist at Lund University and has 
worked in many different professions and companies including SSAB, several banks and 
Indevo. He also worked as a CEO for Skånemejerier, and he is now engaged in investing into 
various projects and in his part-time work for Livsmedelsakademin, where he works since its 
start in 1994. He emphasizes his focus on development that drives him throughout his work 
and which he currently works with in Livsmedelsakademin, in addition to his tasks regarding 
innovation and entrepreneurship. Therefore, he is constantly cooperating with universities and 
other research institutions while focusing mainly on how to capitalize on opportunities in the 
food industry. 
 
Industry characteristics 
To the question which kind of innovation is currently applied in the food industry he replies 
by comparing the food and the IT-industry, which he describes to have much time and an 
efficient supply industry, the World Wide Web, which provides the industry with constant and 
quick access to the market. The food industry, on the other hand, has had a hard time finding 
out what customer really value. Therefore, an open mind is needed to try and understand 
customers more easily. Open sources should thus be taken into consideration, but Bjerndell 
describes this type of thinking as not very present in the industry. 
 
Barriers to an OI application 
When asked about potential barriers to an open innovation application, Bjerndell points out an 
existing huge opposition in the industry. He relates to his international work and competition 
with “big dragons” with which he means large international food producers. Bjerndell 
describes the characteristics of the industry to be of high sales volumes with low margins. 
Furthermore, large organizations would be stopped by their structure in using open innovation 
processes. 
 
“The structure in large firms is inelastic and slow due to the long value chain.” 
 
Due to the factors above, the industry struggles with being innovative and flexible. The “issue 
of volume” is much addressed. As the industry is much dependent upon their produced 
volumes, firms do not like to experiment much, as any arising issue could seriously hurt sales 
volumes and thus profits. Therefore, smaller firms with lower sales volumes have more 
opportunities to try new ideas and technologies and think more outside the box. Bjerndell also 
mentions stakeholder influence and the increasing power of consumers who decide in which 
ways brands are developing. To illustrate this, he mentions the examples of Coca Cola and 
Lätta, a well-known producer of butter, who both tried to differentiate their businesses, but 
were stopped by consumers and other stakeholders and told to focus on what the brands stand 
for. 
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The inside-out and outside-in process 
Regarding the cooperation among universities and practical organizations, he neglects the 
typical picture of the process where ideas are developed at universities and then brought to the 
market. He argues that this process happens the other way around. According to him, it is the 
smart entrepreneurs who develop opportunities and recognize needs. They are the ones who 
come to universities for conceptual help. Universities therefore rather serve a consulting and 
researching purpose and are not that helpful in actually selling and developing ideas. 
However, Bjerndell highlights the importance of a close cooperation with academic 
institutions. When being asked, if firms already introduce ideas and technologies on the 
market which cannot be internally used, Bjerndell denies that and points out that: 
 
“It is a long way to walk before you get established companies, to a full extent, to use this in a 
way called normal, or as I call normal, for open innovation or open sources”. 
 
According to Bjerndell, companies are still in the process of recognizing the advantages and 
chances of open innovation and thus have not taken the many, required incremental steps. 
Much is still protected by patents and not easily given away. The only exceptions to this, as 
explained by the interviewee, are packaging designs. 
 
The network and its Trainee-Program 
Finally, we asked Rolf Bjerndell briefly about the benefits and goals of his network`s Trainee 
Program. His reply was that: 
 
“The program helps to free participants of being brainwashed by their company culture”. 
 
He explains this, through adding that the possibility of looking into other companies supplies 
them with broader knowledge and contexts which enables them to think differently. The 
feedback from participating employees and companies is said to be great and the innovation 
trainees are “probably the most attractive people to recruit.” He further mentions his hope 
that participants would sooner or later start their own, innovative businesses. 

4.3 NYAKERS- CHRISTOFFER ÖBERG 
 
The interview took place at Nyakers’ office in Umea. It was 43 minutes long and was held 
without disturbances. Christoffer Öberg started the interview by explaining the focus and core 
business of his firm. Nyakers specializes on the production of “pepperkakor”, gingerbread 
cookies. The private firm, employing 140 employees, is active on markets all around the 
world and expects this year’s turnover to be around 90 million (Swedish crowns) with a 7% 
profit. While explaining the concepts of closed and open innovation in order to clarify the 
purposes of this study, Öberg clearly indicated that 
 
“Innovation in the food industry is as close as it gets to being close innovation.” 
 
He further mentioned, that his firm`s relatively small size does not permit a research and 
development unit. He explained that his firm is a focus factory and produces after this 
concept. Further, he highlights that being more flexible bears the “risk of developing new 
products”. When asking a follow-up question about whether he thus thought about a R&D 
department and deliberately chose not to have it, Öberg mentioned the company`s cost focus 
and the established culture. Instead of having an own R&D Department Nyakers has 
outsourced the research and development to their suppliers. 
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The outside-in process 
To the question whether Nyakers has a practice of looking outside of the company for new 
technologies, Öberg answers that if he hears about a technology that can enhance production 
processes or lead to higher sales volume he will of course try to get it. Öberg mentions an 
example of a newly acquired machine that helps packing the cookies at a much higher speed 
than before. He further explains how he sent the new machine to his suppliers who then 
looked at the technology and tried to copy it and make it cheaper. Rather than having a 
systematic observation approach, Öberg himself is responsible to identify the technology and 
IP needed. While he identifies it, he leaves it to one of his employees to actually get it. Öberg 
also relies on informants to supply him with the information needed. This information is 
usually tied to monetary incentives. Öberg is very clear on the fact that looking for external 
knowledge serves only one main purpose- achieving the lowest possible production costs. 
 
When asked about the channels in which he looks out for external knowledge and technology, 
Öberg responds by pointing out the media as the number one information source. He neglects 
the idea of cooperating with universities or other sources. Regarding the aims of bringing in 
outside technology, Öberg points out that he would only consider bringing in technology for 
incremental changes when the sales volume was big enough. 
 
“But is it for ten thousands it’s no idea to get started you know, because I have so much 
overhead costs. If you ask new started up companies they will do it flexible enough to answer 
to anything, I’m not. You always have to think of what is the profit of me doing this.” 
 
Christoffer Öberg presents an innovative example of how he acquired a technology from an 
external industry and used it for the production of cookies. He acquired a robot that usually 
creates ammunition for AK-47 rifles, but today it labor cookies. When asked whether this was 
an exception or whether he invests into similar projects more often, Öberg explains that this is 
all he needs within this particular industry. When asked to explain how bringing in outside 
technology has helped Nyakers, the CEO explains that the technology has helped to decrease 
overhead cost by 10-20%. Thus he highlights the impact that such an investment can have on 
small firms. 
 
The inside-out process 
In addition, Öberg clearly states that no efforts are taken to sell technology that is not used 
internally. 
 
“We don’t want to sell out our technology you know, that is what we compete with. We are 
that small of a company, we wouldn’t invent or buy any technology that we can’t use. We 
have suppliers that supply us with technology. And they have a hard time just selling the 
technology to us, so if we take in the technology we are really selective.” 

4.4 LANTMÄNNEN CEREALIA - KRISTINA HAMMERÖ 
 
Kristina Hammerö is the Marketing & Development Manager for Team Meal Solutions at 
Lantmännen Cerealia. The interview with Kristina was conducted by phone. Unfortunately it 
was only approximately 20 minutes long as time pressure from the interviewee’s side did not 
allow for a longer interview. Kristina explains that the technology needs are adequately met 
by various functions within the organization. She describes how open innovation practices are 
carried out and mentions the firm`s strong focus on innovation. 
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“Our employees often sit in teams and discuss new and innovative ideas that shall help the 
firm to move forward.” 
 
Kristina stresses Team Meal Solution’s aim, with the consumer brand GoGreen, to be 
innovative and the importance of employees to have creative discussions. Marketing, product 
development and R&D work together in observing new trends closely in order to be aware of 
potential new future business ideas. The firm possesses its own factories and adapts quickly to 
the market to be up-to-date at all times. Before they look for external inputs, they look inside 
the firm first to identify if needed technology or processes can be met internally. 
 
The outside-in process 
Regarding the question whether her firm looks to other companies for technology and 
processes, Kristina answers that they sometimes do. She further provides an example of a 
specific packing design and stresses that they look both inside- and outside the firm. 
However, there is one specific person who is given the task of observing the market for ideas 
and technology. The different ways and techniques used for observation of external ideas 
include looking at special fairs, keeping a constant and trustful dialogue with their producers 
while also observing possible moves by competitors. 
 
“The firm’s clear goal of bringing in outside technology is to respond to as well as creating 
new and more demand. This will boost our sales volumes and lead to higher company 
revenues. But we also do it to differentiate ourselves from competitors. Differentiation is an 
important driving factor for our business.” 
 
The inside-out process 
Regarding innovation and taking out ideas and technology, Kristina mentions a give- and take 
relationship. She further expresses that taking out ideas only happens occasionally and that it 
depends very much on the situation what technologies to keep inside the firm and what to 
share and sell on the market. 
 

4.5 COMPANY X- THE NATIONAL SALES MANAGER SWEDEN 
This interview partner has expressed his wish for him/her and his/her company to remain 
anonymous. To safeguard his/her anonymity we will from now on refer to this person as Mr. 
X and to the company as company X. This telephone interview had a length of 36 minutes 
and was conducted without disturbance. In order to provide the reader with sufficient 
information for him to be able to see these answers in the right context we agreed with our 
interview partner to name some important characteristics of the business he is employed in as 
well as his job. Mr. X is currently positioned as the National Sales Manager Sweden for a 
global food supplier within the food industry that works with consumer products. Company X 
had global net revenues of about $35 billion; it consisted of many known food brands, exports 
to 165 different countries and employed more than 100,000 employees globally in 2012. 
When asked how many of their products were developed internally, Mr. X replied that, to his 
best knowledge, 
 
“We develop everything internally. We put great emphasis on own R&D departments that we 
have here in Sweden and in the other Nordic countries too-so I would say that almost 
everything is developed within the company. As we are the market leader in basically all our 
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areas, we are expected to always come up with new and exciting products. Therefore we need 
lots of internal knowledge. “ 
 
The outside-in process 
To our question concerning systematically looking for external ideas and technologies, Mr. X 
describes that both the R&D and marketing department employ special groups that have the 
sole task of looking into the future and predicting the next big market innovation. They work 
in close collaboration with the head of production to determine needs, availabilities and 
possibilities. The firm also observes the market and competitors very carefully in order to 
meet new upcoming products quickly with an own alternative. Mr. X mentions the upcoming 
fruity trend and gives examples of new flavors presented by Läkerol, a pastilles and gum 
producer, and ice-cream producers who established interesting new flavor combinations of, 
for example, raspberry and licorice. 
    
“So we look out for ideas to simply look at bigger snacking-perspectives, everything from 
beverages to other confectionary and also in cooking as well. Of course we keep track on 
what competitors do and learn from both their successes and mistakes which resulted in new 
flavors, products or technologies. But as we are the market leader, we are the ones who need 
to be able to predict the future. We must be innovative and at all times be first with the latest 
products. So we search systematically and only very rarely opportunistically.” 
 
Mr. X has a hard time answering our question about goals and visions behind bringing in 
external ideas and technologies. He mentions how close the fabric is where the production 
processes take place but highlights that he does not know about the visions of other divisions 
than his. As a common vision for the firm he describes that they want to maintain a high 
quality while being cost efficient. Therefore, they would only invest into outside technology if 
this could lead to greater cost efficiency at the same or improved product quality. 
 
The coupled process 
Considering their cooperation partners for establishing knowledge and technologies, Mr. X 
points out the firm´s huge library and the knowledge that the firm gains from being a global 
company. 
 
“There is much to learn by looking over the countries` borders to our colleagues in the U.S, 
India and China, for example. They have different taste references. So we learn from each 
other internally very much. “ 
 
Overall, Mr. X is very pleased with the innovative ideas that the firm's own R&D department 
developed and introduced to the market. He further highlights that it is an absolute advantage 
to possess so many different brands in the firm’s portfolio which can be combined. Some of 
these combinations have, according to the interviewee, been the firm’s best successes. The 
firm further engages in collaboration with other main firms (e.g. Unilever and McDonald's) to 
create combined products and flavors. However, he stresses that the firm’s main intention is 
to sell their brand rather than engaging in cooperations. 
 
Regarding the question how taking external ideas inside the firm and cooperating with other 
firms has helped the company, Mr. X says that the effects have been mostly positive. He 
describes how his firm tried to incorporate consumers’ ideas in the innovation process. The 
firm thereby organized types of competitions in which consumers could introduce their own, 
favorite tastes and recipes. This was carried out for two different products and the aim was to 
introduce the greatest “snack sandwich” on the market. 
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The inside-out process 
When asked about the firm taking internally developed ideas and technologies, that do not fit 
the firm anymore, out to the market, Mr. X points out that 
 
“Actually the most ideas we come up with do not work in the long term perspective. If I look 
from a food supplier perspective there are only 5 % of all products that still live 5-6 years 
after they were first launched. But it is not like we are selling them to someone else-if they 
don’t work we put them down. “ 
 
As Mr. X does, to his best knowledge, not know about any efforts to bring internal technology 
to the market, he could not supply us with an answer concerning these processes. 
 

4.6 FINDUS- HENRIK NYBERG 
 
Findus is a Swedish Producer of deep-frozen food. They are the current market leader in three 
categories in the Scandinavian market: “Vegetables”, “Ready-To-Eat-Food” and “Fish”. They 
also produce and sell sweet bakery products. Its main market and core-business is in 
Scandinavia but they export their products to 50 other countries as well. The firm`s turnover 
is almost 5 Billion SEK in the Scandinavian market and around 12 Billion SEK in total. Our 
interviewee, Henrik Nyberg, is responsible for strategic projects within the Nordic countries. 
His job requires him to evaluate big investments, entry into potential new product categories, 
management of large projects and the potential of companies that Findus aims to acquire. The 
telephone interview with Henrik Nyberg had a length of 42 minutes and was conducted 
without disturbance. 
 
When asked about the percentage of products that were internally developed within the firm, 
Nyberg answers that most of them are developed internally. However, he mentions that his 
firm also uses contract-constructors that come to them with their innovation or process 
developments. 
 
“If we are talking process development and packing development, it is more done externally 
than internally-where we screen ideas and see what different companies can offer. Products 
and recipes are fully developed by us. “ 
 
The outside-in process 
Considering practices of scanning the market for external technologies and ideas, he describes 
that Findus looks for many new ideas through being out in the real world and outside of 
Sweden. There can also be specific trips where the chefs have travelled a long way to get 
inspired by new flavors. He presents a certain concept called “World Selection” that 
capitalizes on this. In addition, Findus follows the sales numbers and observes competitors’ 
trends very accurately. As Nyberg highlights, Findus employs people that only work with 
market data and insights. Furthermore, according to the interviewee, idea screening is 
somewhat very subjective, where one person likes an idea and another does not. His firm 
plans on implementing the biggest idea-through screening more systematically. When asked 
where Findus looks for external knowledge, ideas and technology, Nyberg points out the close 
collaboration with its packaging suppliers. 
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“Packaging suppliers come in frequently and present how they think they will come up with 
new ideas and what ideas will fit with our already existing machines best or advise us to buy 
new machines.” 
 
In addition, the company is very present on several food related fairs and exhibitions. 
Universities or other academic institutions, on the other hand, are not frequently consulted for 
information and knowledge. Nyberg stresses an important point when he highlights a 
challenge with some of their customers. Some of the firm’s customers are also in some cases 
also competitors. ICA, COOP and Axfood all purchase Findus’ products but directly compete 
with them through their own brands. Thus the relationship with their partners can potentially 
be a bit difficult. 
 
The coupled process 
According to Nyberg, consumers are welcome to take on an important part within the 
development process. Findus possesses a sensory lab where consumers can be part of the 
development process and get blind tested on products and new flavors. The consumers get 
something to say, about what they think is good and less good. This input is then used in the 
decision-making process when deciding on what to launch and not to launch. The interviewee 
then presents an example of a successful campaign where consumers were highly involved. 
He stresses that these campaigns are part of short-term strategies to get brand and media 
attention, rather than to produce a product on a long-term basis.   
 
In response to the question whether Findus cooperates closely with other external companies 
and applies technologies that proved successful in other industries, Nyberg stresses that only 
the suppliers are involved. There is very little or almost no collaboration with other food 
producing companies. 
 
“Today innovation is more focused on copying what has worked on another market and what 
seems to fit our portfolio. We look what we can do, but there are only exceptions where we 
have come up with something entirely new. Most of the innovation in product and 
development focuses on trying to translate what others have done and try adapting that to us. 
From the beginning food was not a mature product, but I think most products reach their 
bottom rather fast, that’s why it is hard to find those unique ideas. Because of that we choose 
rather well-aware ideas that already move around in other places outside of Sweden.” 
 
Concerning the effects of bringing in outside technologies, ideas and products, the 
interviewee answers that the impact has not been as big as compared to other industries like 
the mobile industry. As he explains, the food industry moves much slower. Nyberg mentions 
a “base-volume” that has to be protected. 
 
The inside-out process 
When asked to describe potential inside-out activities, the interviewee responds that rather 
than selling ideas and technology on the market, these ideas get “paused”. 
 
“So sometimes you have to wait for the market to be ready. We have an ‘idea-bank’ and what 
we have delisted or what never was launched is put in the idea bank and then you can take it 
out when the market is ready. Or when a production manager, that’s has another vision and 
believes in it wants to implement it is reinstated. So we have definitely never sold out any of 
our ideas that we haven’t used ourselves. You can fail in many ways and then it is important 
to you can be able to take out the ideas again sometime. “ 
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Future Outlook 
When being asked to share some general thoughts and characteristics of their firm and to give 
an outlook to the future of the Business, Nyberg states that innovations efforts have been 
mentioned very often lately. However, he believes these intentions to be just a short-term 
trend again and highlights the idea that efficiency in the screening of ideas is the main 
criterion for change. But, he agrees that this screening must be done differently than it was in 
the years before and acknowledges the importance of cooperation. 
 
“I think we need to open up more than what we have done before, and not just with our 
suppliers-there are a lot of innovative companies that have ideas but might not be brave 
enough to contact us or they might think we are too far away or too big for them or 
something.” 
 
Nyberg presents an example of a vision they call “Food valley of Bjuv”. The plan is to be 
more open and to welcome other companies into Findus` business environment to drive new 
innovations that are beneficial to the entire food sector. They want to open up and share 
thoughts and ideas and also to offer companies to join the existing infrastructure in Bjuv. But 
not in the way that they are going to stop what they are doing now- rather as a supplement. 
Nyberg describes the current process of supplier integrations as too valuable to stop it, as the 
suppliers will continue to present ideas that they think are good and also give advice on 
current production processes. 

4.7 COMPANY Y- THE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
 
As another interviewee before, this respondent has also expressed his wish to remain 
anonymous. Therefore, we will refer to him as Mr. Y and to his firm as company Y. The 
interviewee is currently employed as the Product Development Manager at a middle-sized 
firm that specializes on the production of dietary supplements for functional foods. Its main 
products are thus high protein and high carb energy bars and drinks. Company Y started out to 
serve the body building segment 40 years ago but now serves all health and nutrition-
conscious consumers. The firm, that currently employs about 220-230 employees, is present 
in all European markets and some countries in the Near East. Its products can be found in 
gyms, pharmacies but also supermarkets. Mr. Y is responsible for the Research and 
Development department, in particular also for the development of new product designs. The 
interview, which was held by telephone, had a length of 89 minutes and was conducted 
without disturbance. 
 
Barriers to an OI application 
When addressed to describe the work of the internal R&D department and potential external 
influences, the interviewee highlights that 
 
“Our firm and other firms with similar structures and resources are under huge financial 
pressure. We seldom look for help outside of the firm.” 
 
External product ideas and designs can only be implemented at sufficiently high production 
volumes. As the interviewee explains, it is very costly to own a machine and accommodate it 
to a new packaging design. If it can run for many hours on the same design it can slowly 
become economically profitable, but if it is subject to many changes it will not pay off for the 
firm. As he further points out, sales volumes often vary and are not aimed at the entire market 
because people are at different stages of their workout plans. This variation in volume forces 
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the firm to have a continuous cost focus and the cost of external information is often too 
expensive for the firm. 
 
He further points out that, apart from the financial pressures, external knowledge is often not 
as detailed and specialized as needed for the firm’s purposes. The internal employees know 
more about important contexts. As the products that firm Y produces are specialized, external 
knowledge that can help requires deep knowledge about raw materials, nutrition and other 
factors. Therefore, as the interviewee explains, ideas are seldom generated externally. If so, 
these are interesting products already on the market which the firm then acquires and copies. 
They further try to improve the products within their factories and bring them back to the 
market as an own product. 
 
 
The outside-in process 
Mr. Y further describes that efforts to scan the market are taken regularly. The firm is very 
present at various fairs and employs a Sales Force that visits the gyms regularly. When they 
see interesting new competitor products they buy them and bring them back to the 
headquarters for inspection. Apart from this, no systematical approach to seeking innovative 
technologies or ideas is undertaken. On the other hand, Mr. Y points out that searching the 
market is also not really done opportunistically; because that would mean that the firm needs 
to have a product idea first. Mr. Y further points out that this approach to scanning the market 
is done throughout Europe, and that his firm could therefore also take ideas and designs from 
many countries into account. The presence at fairs is also important, as Mr. Y highlights. 
Rather than the Marketing Department, the R&D Department of the firm represents ideas as 
they are more familiar with the detailed production processes. In addition, suppliers of raw 
materials frequently contact company Y when they have developed new substances with 
certain functions. 
 
“When those are introduced to us, we of course start to think right away how to integrate 
them and how we can use them to establish new products. This is also a very important 
process which leaves no costs to us because the suppliers want to sell their products and are 
of course interested that we design new products in which we can include their materials.” 
 
The employees at company Y cannot obtain any rewards or bonuses for identifying innovative 
ideas or competitors’ products. Mr. Y describes this, to be a particular problem of small firms. 
As the company is listed on the stock market and thus organized as such, they have to pay 
yearly dividends. Therefore, as the interviewee highlights, the scope for an internal bonus 
system is too small. 
 
The coupled process                                                       
Considering the cooperation with Universities, competitors or start-ups to acquire external 
knowledge, Mr. Y highlights the close cooperation with Universities. The firm cooperates 
with and sponsors universities, who are interesting; because of both the sports sector but also 
the food-technology sector, including food-chemistry and other relevant areas. As Mr. Y 
highlights, his firm supports and observes the development there, gives financial aid and also 
receives feedback. Apart from universities, he denies cooperation with competitors or young 
start-ups. 
 
“I also don’t think we would engage in that. As I mentioned before, if we see a product we are 
interested in, we debate whether to copy it or not- which is actually very common in this 
industry. If we see revenue potential in a new product or idea, we are relatively fast to 
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introduce our own alternative on the market. We do not look at competitors really. They are 
only causing negative effects...” 
 
When asked in particular about revolutionary packaging designs, Mr. Y highlights the 
possibility of small firms and individuals to introduce and develop interesting new designs. 
As he further points out, he does not think that his firm would be innovative enough to adopt 
them.  Also, in most cases, the sales volume needed to produce economically will be most 
likely simply too small. Concerning the question whether it has paid off to include external 
technologies and ideas in the firm`s production process, Mr. Y is not sure. He highlights that 
they only did so occasionally because consumers expected them to-not because they thought 
of the new ideas as being superior. He describes that 
 
“We would only invest into external technology if external pressures force us to invest.” 
 
The inside-out process 
Considering the inside-out activities, Company Y has never tried to take technology or IP to 
the market. Furthermore, Mr. Y explains that processes of change in such companies as his 
are slow and incremental. Therefore it does not happen in one day that his firm moves to a 
total new way of producing and has leftover technology that cannot be used anymore. They 
try to work and produce most efficiently with the machines and capital that is present. 
 
“It has never happened that we had an innovation that could not be used internally. I don’t 
want to exclude the possibility that this exists, that a firm develops technologies, which cannot 
be used internally but which are good enough to sell to other industries. But this is definitely 
not the case for our firm.” 
 
Important other Industry Characteristics 
During a final debate about the characteristics of the food industry, Mr. Y points out that the 
industry is very mature and traditional. According to him, the production process in this 
industry is primarily mechanic. The mechanic processes are backed up by administrative 
technology but as the interviewee points out, there are not many revolutionary administrative 
techniques required. He further explains that some machines that are introduced can increase 
efficiency and thus cut costs but these are “no revolutionary inventions. “ In addition, the 
interviewee describes how a typical employer in this industry would react to fierce price 
competition in a tough market. In his opinion, many employers would rather stay with the 
technology and processes they are familiar with than trying to invest into or develop 
something entirely new. Further, he explains that he thinks the industry branch is just at the 
end of its development phase. In the long-run he could imagine more machines to replace 
human labor in order to save production costs, but not a totally revolutionized and innovative 
food market. 

4.8 ESTRELLA- SOFI RANDÉN 
 
Estrella is a company that mainly produces potato chips, cheese curls, peanuts, popcorn and 
different kinds of shapes and dips. Today, Estrella is one of two leading companies in this 
branch in Sweden. Since 2008 Estrella is part of the Norwegian investment company 
Herkules A/S, but operates as an independent actor on the market. The company has around 
170 employees and a turnover of 500 million SEK. Our interviewee, Sofi Randén currently 
holds the position of the marketing director at Estrella. The telephone interview with her was 
conducted without disturbances and was 37 minutes long. 
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Regarding the firm’s product development, Sofi highlights that most of the product 
development occurs internally. She further points out the close collaboration with suppliers 
which aid with valuable inputs concerning spices and packaging techniques. In addition, Sofi 
mentions the firms’ internal innovativeness which led the firm to develop a potato chip with 
50% less fat compared to other chips. This was achieved through a new technique and as a 
result, the technique was patented and is now an important part of the production process. 
Additionally, the firm now patented a newly developed technique that will use the raw 
materials in a better and more efficient way, which will result in less acrylamide, better 
quality and many other positive aspects. 
 
General industry characteristics and OI application barriers 
Concerning general characteristic of the food industry and potential OI application barriers, 
Sofi Randén mentions the low margins and efficiency needs that characterize the industry. 
She further acknowledges the trend of increased interest in the material content of their 
products. According to the interviewee, Estrella therefore focuses on healthy production 
methods and fat-reduction. This trend has seriously changed the industry thinking and led the 
firm to apply new innovative ways to introduce consumer-friendly products. In addition, 
Randén mentions the problem of volumes and the difficulty of convincing retailers to 
introduce and keep their products in the shelves. 
 
“If retailers will not sell our products in the stores, big investments into new products will 
seriously hurt the firm’s profits. Therefore, many firms are very cautious concerning large 
investments.” 
 
In addition, the interviewee highlights that consumer-trends change very fast nowadays. 
Therefore, big investments constitute an enormous risk if they are very innovative. Also, new 
products enter the market constantly and at a high frequency. Therefore, it is dangerous to 
take big volumes granted in the long run because consumer preferences can change instantly. 
 
“It is almost an unhealthy launching speed, there are so many products for the people and 
they have a hard time to keep up with what is coming. “ 
 
Overall, our interviewee sees eagerness for innovation but she is afraid that the industry 
characteristics could constitute a heavy barrier to an actual application of open innovation 
practices. 
 
The outside-in process 
When asked whether Estrella engages in systematic ways to identify and bring in outside 
technology and ideas, the interviewee mentions that they always have an eye on the market 
and their main competitor. This technique, which Randén calls “area-guarding”, concerns 
constantly observing the market and its trends in tastes but also marketing techniques, for 
example. Apart from this and the collaboration with suppliers, Estrella does not engage much 
in acquiring external ideas or technologies. 
 
Coupled process 
When asked for cooperation and partnerships with competitors, other firms or research 
institutions, the interviewee presents an example of tests with other firms in the industry 
which aimed at establishing different flavors. She highlights that partnerships or cooperation 
is mainly done in marketing campaigns rather than production and product development 
processes. However, consumers play an important role in the product development process as 
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they frequently introduce new ideas for flavors and line extensions. As Randén highlights, 
these ideas are usually only used to obtain short-term gains. In addition, as mentioned before, 
there is a close collaboration with the firm’s suppliers who constantly bring in new ideas and 
technologies. 
 
The inside-out process 
When asked what happens to developed technologies and ideas that cannot be used internally, 
Randén clearly answers that these technologies are put onto a shelf for wait. To her best 
knowledge, she cannot remember an instance in which the firm sold its technologies or ideas 
to obtain innovation profits. The interviewee highlights the advantage of having product ideas 
stored on the shelves as ideas and processes change with the managers currently in place. She 
underlines this with an example of a product which lay on the shelves for many years and was 
deemed unsuccessful. She introduced it on the market again and it is now considered a strong 
product that brings in many revenues. 
 
 
Summary 
The authors acknowledge that the amount of presented results is very large and hard to 
remember in all its details. In order to highlight the most important arguments of our 
interviewees, we thus present a table below to remind the reader of the given information in 
order to remember the most important points within the coming analysis chapter. 
 

 

TABLE 3- INTERVIEW SUMMARY 
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5. ANALYSIS/ DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter presents the analysis of our interview results based on the main themes that we 
established throughout the coding process. The coding process resulted in four main themes: 
the outside-in process, the inside-out process, the coupled process and the identified barriers 
to open innovation application. These themes have already been highlighted in chapter 2 and 
4. Furthermore, in order to follow the outline of our mixed (inductive and deductive) 
approach and to fully answer our research question we include one section that compares the 
application of open innovation  models, as mentioned in chapter 2, with the actual model of 
application that has been found in the industry. The outline of this chapter will thus follow 
these themes and models.  

5.1 OUTSIDE-IN PROCESS 
 
The outside-in process seems to be at least partially, if not fully applied in the food industry.  
As Enkel et al. (2009, p. 312) pointed out it enables enriching the firm`s knowledge base 
through integrating important external knowledge sources that include, for example, 
customers and suppliers. Especially the suppliers of the food producers are exceptionally well 
included. This highlights the increasingly important role of intermediaries as innovation 
processes open up within the supply chain. Many producers thus outsource their technology 
needs to their suppliers or are in constant contact and collaboration on how to improve the 
present production processes. In addition, the role of consumers must not be underestimated. 
Nearly all of the companies we interviewed mentioned at least one way how their consumers 
were involved and actually steering their production processes. This was often done in 
connection with new flavors, line-extensions or product developments. 
 
However, we could not see any collaboration efforts or acquirement of external knowledge 
from competitors. This is a clear controversy to the results found by Enkel et al. (2009). 
Instead, the majority of companies observe the market and its competitors systematically. 
Depending on company size and financial resources, the firms employ special groups and 
departments whose sole task is to observe the market. If these groups identify interesting new 
competitor products, in this industry but also in others, they purchase and examine them and 
try to reproduce at their own R&D departments or in collaboration with a supplier. This 
process of copying appears to be very present and no exception within the food industry. 
Firms operating on a global market enjoy the advantage of being able to compare different 
regions and trends more easily as the same system of market observation is applied 
throughout the corporate structure. This enables them to learn internally and react quickly to 
new, upcoming trends. Furthermore, nearly all companies and interviewees highlighted their 
presence at special fairs where competitors and their products can be easily observed and 
where valuable consumer inputs can be obtained. 
 
In general, food producers seldom engage in acquiring external knowledge or technology. 
This process happens only if there is the absolute necessity to do so or if the investment pays 
of in terms of decreased production costs, higher sales volumes and overall profits. 
Differentiation is rarely a main decision factor and has only been mentioned as such by one of 
our eight interviewees. 
 
“We would only make an investment into external technologies if it makes us more cost 
efficient while maintaining a high quality. “ (Christoffer Öberg, CEO at Nyakers) 
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Investments into differentiation are not permitted due to financial restraints and low industry 
margins. Therefore, most firms tend to use their own resources first and try to use them in the 
most efficient way. 
 
The role of universities and other academic institutions is very different among the industry. 
A study by Gassmann and Enkel in 2008 had identified public and commercial research 
institutions as an important external source of knowledge. However, not many of our 
respondents expressed collaboration with universities as an essential part of their product and 
development strategy. The firms who do collaborate with universities appear to be very 
satisfied with the collaboration and the example of Skånemejerier (as highlighted in the 
previous chapter) presents interesting and successful evidence of well applied and executed 
outside-in process which took place with valuable university inputs. 

5.2 INSIDE-OUT PROCESS 
 
While the outside-in process is commonly used, none of our interviewees and their respective 
companies engages in the inside-out process. The aim of this process, as described by Enkel et 
al. (2009, p. 313), is to obtain additional profits through bringing ideas to the market, selling 
intellectual property and transferring ideas to the firms’ external environments. As 
Lichtenthaler and Ernst (2007) suggested, this could help to generate higher overall 
innovation revenue. 
 
One reason for the non-existence of this process is the corporate culture of many large 
organizations. Jan Brattström highlighted that the corporate culture and its support are 
essential for these practices. 
 
“The open innovation concepts stand in strong conflict with the traditional thinking of 
competition and the protection of technology and patents.” 
 (Jan Brattström, Livsmedelsakademin) 
 
The problem of corporate culture has been widely accepted among scholars and practitioners 
and many studies and researcher have tackled the issue on how to change the culture or how 
to involve it in times of change. As an evaluation and giving recommendations on how to 
accommodate the corporate culture to change and new ways of doing Business is beyond the 
scope of this paper, we advise managers and practitioners to draw upon previous literature 
regarding this topic by Schein (1984), Kotter (2008), or Senior and Swailes (2010). 
 
In addition, many of the companies interviewed are too small and thus do not possess the 
facilities and resources needed to develop own technologies. As they cannot develop own 
technologies internally, they correspondingly have no chance to take them out to the market. 
This outcome is well in line with the findings of Enkel et. al (2009, p. 313) who also 
highlighted that this process is only applied by large multinational companies as they possess 
the means to allocate substantial revenues to the process. 
 
However, our study finds that not even the above mentioned multinational organizations 
apply the inside-out process despite their financial means. Rather than selling ideas and 
technologies on the market, firms put down their ideas or pause them for a couple of years. As 
indicated by Henrik Nyberg, his firm preserves unsuccessful ideas and waits for “the market 
to become ready for it”. Thereby, ideas wait on shelves for application until they become 
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useful for the market or a new manager picks up the idea or technology at a later point in 
time. 
 
This process of pausing ideas and technology clearly shows that the inside-out process and its 
advantages are not acknowledged and incorporated into the firm’s business models. The 
business models therefore haven’t accommodated to open innovation practices yet and 
consequently only point out revenue opportunities through production processes. The 
additional value that can be created through capitalizing technology or intellectual property is 
not recognized. This non-integration of open innovation practices in firms’ business models 
creates evidence that the full application of open innovation practices in the industry is not 
existent. 

5.3 THE COUPLED PROCESS 
 
The coupled process has proven to be only partially applied within the food industry. 
According to Enkel et. al. (2009, p.313) the coupled process can be seen as a combination of 
the two processes discussed above and it describes the co-creation with external partners 
within alliances, cooperations and joint ventures. The processes’ aim is to develop and 
commercialize a firm’s innovation efforts. 
 
As mentioned before, the suppliers inhabit a very important role within this process. They are 
the closest companion and most trusted external source and collaboration partner. 
Furthermore, they are engaged to collaborate on a regular basis to improve both their own and 
the food producers’ production processes. Apart from the suppliers we could see no other 
potential collaboration and co-creation source. Firms within this industry appear to go their 
own ways and do not create co-operations or joint ventures except for the purpose of line 
extensions and seasonal promotions, as is the case for Findus, Nyakers and company X. These 
findings are similar to and confirm the results of the study by Gassmann and Enkel (2008) 
who found that only a small percentage of R&D projects within mature industries includes 
external co-operation.  
 
However, especially the interviews with the Livsmedelsakademin executives highlighted the 
potential for an increasing application of coupled processes in the future. Again the example 
of Skånemejerier can be taken up as a successful application example in which a firm 
partnered with universities and other companies and established a new product market as it 
realized its limited growth potential with its core product. In addition, Livsmedelsakademin 
encourages both small and large food producers to co-operate their innovation efforts. 
Initiatives like the “Food value of Bjuvs”-project in which small and large companies aid 
each other are present and increasingly recognized within the industry. Jan Brattström 
explained the concept like this: 
 
“The large company supplies resources while the small, innovative company helps to create 
opportunities to think in new ways. On an enormous site, all production facilities one can 
think of are provided, including storage rooms and other logistics. Small, innovative firms are 
invited to the site and are happy to use the resources to develop new innovations.”  
 
His network organization aims to “provide and facilitate the innovative landscape or the 
arenas for open innovation.” Thus application and application efforts are present within the 
industry but they remain relatively scarce despite their big innovation and differentiation 
potential. 
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5.4 BARRIERS TO OI APPLICATION 
 
Throughout our interviews and during the transcribing and coding process we have 
encountered many barriers to an open innovation application which hinder the actual 
application and constitute a serious threat to a future application within this industry. An 
overview about the barriers is presented in the table below. 
 

 
TABLE 4- BARRIERS TO OI APPLICATION 
 

 
Low margins and high volumes 
Surprisingly for us, the most important and known challenge is embedded in the industry 
characteristics. As the industry only works with very small margins, very high sales volumes 
are needed to yield a sufficient and sustainable amount of profits. This has serious effects on 
R&D activities as a very small amount of financial resources can be dedicated to innovation 
and product development activities. This is especially true for small-size and young, 
entrepreneurial firms. On the other hand, small firms often display more flexibility and can 
respond quicker to trends and demand on low sales levels. According to Rolf Bjerndell from 
Livsmedelsakademin, the structural boundaries of the “Big Dragons”, large and multinational 
food producing organizations, are furthermore inelastic and slow due to their long value-
chain. The “issue of volume” is much addressed. As the industry is much dependent upon 
their produced volumes, firms do not like to experiment much, as any arising issue could 
seriously hurt sales volumes and thus profits. Therefore, smaller firms with lower sales 
volumes have more opportunities to try new ideas and technologies and “think more outside 
the box.”  
 
Short-term Orientation and cost efficiency 
As a consequence of the “margin-dilemma” and as the food industry is subject to constant 
changes due to changing consumer preferences (Fortuin and Omta, 2009, p. 840), companies 
within this industry generally plan with a short-term orientation. Therefore, they are mainly 
concerned with establishing more cost efficiency throughout the production process or 
enabling higher sales volumes at the same cost. Innovation activities and differentiation thus 
only play a minor role. 
 
Corporate Culture 
Issuing change is hard to harmonize with a firm’s prevailing and traditional culture. As we 
highlighted this problem in 5.2 we will only briefly mention it here. Nevertheless, the 
corporate culture plays a very important role in this context and cultural changes are often met 
with resistance which can lead to a difficult and negative atmosphere and work motivation 
(Senior and Swailes, 2010).  
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Negative attitude towards innovation and new processes 
Furthermore, as our interviews have shown, even if firms need to turn to external technology 
due to financial industry pressures, firms would rather specialize on a new market and use 
technology and processes they are familiar with rather than trying to develop something 
entirely new and moving into uncharted waters. There seems to be a rather defensive and 
innovation-neglecting attitude within the industry which came very surprising for us. 
 
Cost and unfamiliarity of external knowledge 
Finally, as several interviewees highlighted, it is often costly to acquire external knowledge, 
ideas and technologies. As indicated above, profits and margins in the industry are relatively 
low, therefore managers will only turn to external knowledge if absolutely necessary and 
when they are sure it will be helpful. In addition, external knowledge often lacks 
specialization and familiarity with the firm and its environment. Therefore suppliers are 
generally chosen instead of externals to supply technology and ideas- they know the firm and 
their processes better. 
 
Comparison to results of previous studies 
The results of this study allow for new insights into innovation-related management thinking. 
While our interviewees highlighted financial constraints as the main barrier to an open 
innovation application, associations as risk of knowledge loss, loss of control and difficulties 
in finding the right partner, as expressed by Enkel and Gassmann`s study (2008) were not 
mentioned.  Thus the financial side appears to play a much bigger role than so far believed. 
Rather than fearing to lose core competences and control, managers in our study were much 
more concerned about sales volumes and profits. 
 
As West and Gallagher (2006, p. 322) pointed out, in order to make open innovation work, 
both returns on internal and external innovation processes must be maximized. Many of our 
interviewees have stressed their efforts of maximizing internal innovation efforts but external 
innovation efforts are literally non-existing. Furthermore, West and Gallagher (2006) 
highlighted that political willingness to incorporate external knowledge and ideas must be 
present. As explained above this is often not the case. As many employers and firms are not 
ready to share their knowledge on an external market, the firms cannot achieve high financial 
returns through co-operations in the long-run. To put it in a nutshell, the challenges of 
maximization, incorporation and motivation, as discussed by West and Gallagher (2006) and 
highlighted in chapter 2, still apply to this industry. If the industry wants to develop into a 
more innovative and open industry and create an environment for cooperation and joint 
development, these challenges must be addressed adequately.  
 

5.5 APPLICATION OF THE PRESENTED MODELS 
 
The sharing is winning (SiW)-Model 
This model, as described by Traitler and Saguy (2009), was centered around co-innovation 
and relied heavily on relationship establishing, trust and joint development. As Traitler (2011, 
p. R63) explained, collaboration happened on 3 levels: universities and research institutions, 
start-ups and individual investors and a certain number of key suppliers. Traitler and Saguy 
(2009) also found five important steps to the application of this model and demonstrated how 
this model helped to move the company Nestlé forward. Unfortunately, we could not find 
evidence for an application of this model at any of the companies that we interviewed. As 
already discussed, collaboration efforts among firms are not very common. In addition, only 
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some firms turn to universities for help and collaboration or acquisition of start-ups is not very 
present in the industry. The importance of key suppliers, as depicted in the SiW-model has 
been proved by this study. While collaboration efforts with other firms or competitors are 
scarce, most firms have very close and trustful relationships with their suppliers whom they 
integrated well into the firms’ production processes. 
 
The WFGM-Model 
As explained earlier the Want, Find, Get, Manage-Model developed by Slowinski (2004) 
identifies how and when external knowledge is required and processed within the innovation 
process. We have found concrete evidence that this model-or at least parts of it- are applied 
within the industry. The Want, Find, and Get stages are very much followed throughout the 
industry. During the Want-stage, producers have realized the need and necessity for acquiring 
external technologies or ideas, often due to financial pressures. Within, the Find-stage they 
look for a firm to buy it from, and during the Get-stage they finally buy it. The difference to a 
full application of the model becomes clear during the Manage-stage as this model aims to 
establish a relationship and cooperation of the buyer and seller firms which needs to be 
managed in the future. This is not the case in reality. Here, producers are only interested to 
buy the technology needed to enable a more profitable and cost-efficient production process. 
Thus, this constitutes an approach taken out of necessity and is not aimed towards establishing 
partnerships or joint development activities. Therefore, this model is applied to a certain 
extent but not fully, as producers are looking for a one-time acquisition that is not aiming to 
establish partnerships or co-creation. 
 
The food-machinery framework 
As mentioned earlier, the model analyzes the interaction processes across the supply chain 
and identifies the open innovation practices by the respective parties (Bigliardi and Gilati, 
2013, p. 21). The special role of the supplier and of customer involvement is highlighted 
throughout the model. Customers are involved in market research and product development 
activities (Bigliardi and Gilati, 2013, p. 21).  This paper has created additional evidence for 
the frequent application of this model within the industry. As our empirical results suggest, 
many firms have acknowledged and accepted the important role of customer involvement 
within their production processes and increasingly try to include them in the early stages of 
their product development process. In addition, we have highlighted the deciding and 
integrated role of key suppliers many times before. However, our results also show that the 
food machinery framework-model does not depict the whole open innovation process. 
Therefore, we have established our own model and concept of the open innovation process 
which we will present and explain in the next paragraph. As the food-machinery plays an 
important role within the innovation process in the food industry, it will naturally be part of 
the self-designed model. 
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Presentation and explanation of the self-designed-model 

 
 

 
 
FIGURE 8. OWN MODEL DEVELOPED BY ROEBEN AND LILJA 

 
The model above has been designed in correspondence with the results of this study and 
constitutes a depiction of the current open innovation process in the food industry. It 
highlights both the important role of the suppliers as well as the upcoming trend of customer 
involvement in the product development and production process. The arrows going back and 
forth among the three groups are meant to present evidence for this behavior. In addition, the 
presence of university collaboration in the early stages of the innovation processes is 
addressed. As not all companies and interviewees engaged in university collaboration, it has 
to be mentioned that this kind of collaboration is only common among certain firms. 
Furthermore, this model points out the efforts to scan the market for potential products and 
ideas as well as the observation of competitors and their moves and product introductions. 
Rather than cooperating with competitors, firms in the food industry thus observe each other 
and try to copy successful products and ideas instantly. As these processes happen relatively 
late, since the products are already on the market when firms see and copy them, they are 
consequently presented in the later stages of the innovation process. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this final chapter we will present the findings of our study and compare them to the 
research question and purpose that we set out in Chapter 1.  Further, we aim to provide the 
reader with a clear understanding of the research topic discussed throughout this thesis. We 
developed an own model that describes and illustrates our findings. This chapter will also 
reflect upon both findings and the model and provide the reader with a coherent overall 
picture of our findings and their implications.  

6.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
The purpose of this thesis was to identify and understand the open innovation processes 
currently applied within the food industry. Further, the aim was to provide a richer 
understanding of the processes applied and their implications for overall researching and 
innovating practices. 
 
In order to examine the open innovation processes primarily in use today, our research has 
analyzed the three main processes upon which open innovation is built. The outside-in, the 
inside-out and the coupled process as highlighted by Enkel et al. (2009). Through the analysis 
of these processes we aimed to identify and present important barriers preventing an 
application of open innovation practices. These barriers, as well as the application of open 
innovation practices in general within the food industry, have not been researched in previous 
studies and our results aim to open up a discussion and lead to the discovery of relevant new 
theories around the open innovation concept as proposed by Chesbrough (2003).  
 
In order to achieve and present an adequate answer to our research question and research 
purpose, a literature review was presented to highlight important results and implications of 
prior studies. This review was divided into four different sections, namely innovation in 
general, open and closed innovation as well as important industry characteristics of the food 
industry. Many of the findings, made by previous researchers, have had an important impact 
on this study and yielded similar results. On the contrary, many of the proposed models also 
do not adequately depict the reality of open innovation practices in the food industry. 
Therefore, we have established our own model to illustrate the processes that are primarily 
applied within the industry today.  
 
From the information, which we obtained from our interviewees, we can clearly conclude that 
the application of open innovation practices in the food industry is very low. This is 
understandable as the concept is rather new to the industry. Interestingly, some of our 
interviews have pointed out that they engage in open innovation processes although this was 
not really the case. This leads us to conclude that there is confusion around the open 

innovation terms and its concepts. Sitting together with employees and discussing ideas can 
be seen as a valuable new process within firms in which employees can be part of the product 
development process. However, in terms of innovation, this must be regarded very differently 
compared to open innovation practices. Networks like the Livsmedelsakademin can and do 
play an important part in the clarification of open innovation concepts and their application. 
Their existence per se constitutes a landmark in this industry and serves as one of the few very 
good examples of a firm working with open innovation. The Trainee Program and its current 
success provides evidence that the OI concept is increasingly recognized and perceived 
important. Further, many of our interviewees have highlighted that their firms would engage 
further in innovative practices. 
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Considering the current industry characteristics it is very doubtful whether OI practices 

will be part of this industry in the long-run. The level of innovation in itself is low 
compared to other industries and the problems of low margins and high volumes, which we 
discussed earlier, add additional problems to an application of innovative processes. Reasons 

for an OI application like the existence of higher product differentiation, the 

improvement of competitiveness and the successful introduction of radical innovations 
as highlighted by Sarkar and Costa (2008, p. 577), are not seen as primary goals as food 

producers have to ensure short-term profits. Therefore, much focus is put on establishing 
line extensions which aim to produce short-term profits, rather than on differentiation and 
long-term development. Furthermore, it seems like the culture and attitudes of industry, which 
have prevailed for many decades now, are not ready to engage in the heavy change activities 
that an OI application would bring with it. 
 
However, food producers are to some extent engaging in open innovation process when they 
have identified the necessity to bring in new technology to increase the efficiency of current 
production processes. Consequently they do engage in the outside-in process and try to 

obtain helpful technology from external actors. On the other hand, we have seen very few 
evidence of initiatives aimed at capitalizing internal ideas and technologies on the market to 
increase the innovation revenues. Therefore, the true application of innovation practices 

can neither be depicted by the closed innovation model nor by the open innovation 
model. Thus the authors have created their own model to display the actual innovation 
process in the food industry which can be found below. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 9. OWN MODEL OF THE INNOVATION PROCESS IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY 

 
 
This model is modified in accordance with the results of our study and shows how firms use 
both internal but also external technologies (when needed). These technologies help to 
produce products which can then be commercialized on several different markets. 
Furthermore, no technologies are outsourced, thus except the initial acquiring of technology, 
all other process happen internally.  
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By looking at the results presented above, we can conclude to have fulfilled the purpose of 
this study. This paper enables the reader to understand the OI practices currently applied 
within the food industry and provides a rich understanding of these processes.  Two own 
models have been developed for a better illustration and understanding of these processes 
with one of them highlighting important actors and intermediaries within the OI process. As 
we have identified and presented important barriers to an application of open innovation 
practices, we have established suitable answers to our research question as well. 

6.2 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
This thesis can be very helpful to practitioners and food producing firms just through 
informing about, highlighting and thoroughly reviewing the concept of open innovation. As 
the authors have provided a very thorough literature review and analysis of the industry, 
including the two self-developed application models, managers who have read this paper will 
know the potential advantages of open innovation practices and have a broad picture of its 
application in the industry. 
 
As we pointed out earlier, many firms and even countries increase their R&D spending but 
these investments do not yield additional results. Further we have established that many firms 
in the food industry lack the financial resources to engage in external open innovation 
practices, although they might want to. Thus goals like differentiation and establishing 
revolutionary change processes are only of secondary interest after short-term goals that need 
to be met first. Therefore, especially in the light of the successful examples that we 
highlighted in Chapter 1, we advise firms to dedicate more financial capital to establishing 

open innovation practices that will enable to meet the additional goals of innovativeness 

and differentiation. 
 
The results of our study have shown that external knowledge of all kinds can be very 
beneficial for firms wanting to develop new products or production processes. The importance 
of supplier integration has been highlighted many times throughout this paper and also in the 
supposed model. Therefore we can only advise managers, who do not yet engage in 

supplier collaboration, to open up to them and to include them in the production and 
development processes, as this often yields positive results for the firms. In addition, 
several interviewees have pointed out benefits they obtained through collaboration with 
universities. As not all of the companies interviewed have realized these benefits there is 
much potential for developing relationships that can be beneficial for both parties. 
 
The interviews with Livsmedelsakademin have presented an interesting new approach to 
innovation in which small and large firms can partner up to be innovative together. While 
large-scale firms possess valuable resources they are not very flexible to respond to new 
trends, especially in low volumes. On the contrary, small firms and start-ups possess this 
flexibility and are, due to their culture and structure, more innovative and ready to respond to 
new trends at smaller volumes. Therefore, practitioners should consider the chance to 
establish partnerships among small and large-scale firms in order to stay competitive. 
 
In addition, this study has shown that large food corporations, who possess various brands, 
can make valuable use of internal spillovers. These can be trends for different products, but 
also technologies and marketing strategies. As many of the interviewees work for firms 
operating on the global market, they have witnessed the advantages of observing competitors’ 
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and own products in different markets. Therefore, the scope for bringing in external 

technologies and ideas should be increased to include several markets, not just the core 

market. 

6.3 SOCIAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS 
 
Our recommendations aim to help in establishing an even more efficient society that lives up 
to its innovation potential. If applied as recommended, our propositions could lead to many 
benefits, not just to the firms implementing it but also to consumers. As knowledge spillovers 
and cooperation can result in newly established products and a more efficient use of resources 
leading to cheaper production and end-prices, consumer benefits would include a higher 
variety of goods as well as cheaper products. Therefore, this study can have very important, 
positive implications for society and it is of high social relevance. 

6.4 TRUTH CRITERIA 
 
As Whittemore et. al (2001, p. 522) point out, it is hard to establish validity standards for 
qualitative research as both rigor and subjectivity as well as creativity have to be incorporated 
into the scientific research process. We aim to establish a study that meets this challenge 
appropriately and proves replicable, rigorous and informative. Whittemore et. al (2001, p. 
522) further suggest a distinction between primary and secondary validity criteria. Primary 
validity criteria are herein defined as authenticity, integrity, credibility and criticality while 
secondary criteria include vividness, thoroughness, explicitness, creativity, congruence and 
sensitivity.  
 
In addition, many previous researchers (Hammersly (1992), Leininger (1994), Kahn (1993)) 
argue that validity criteria for qualitative research should be different from quantitative 
validity criteria, due to their entirely different epistemological and ontological assumptions. 
Denzin and Lincoln (1994, p. 114) propose two sets of important and appropriate criteria for 
judging the goodness or quality of a constructivist inquiry: trustworthiness and authenticity 
criteria. The trustworthiness criteria are further distinguished to be comprised of credibility, 
transferability, dependability and confirmability (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994, p. 114). After 
All, these criteria are very similar to the criteria suggested by Whittemore et. al (2001). Due to 
this congruence of truth criteria we decided to use both the criteria by Whittemore et. al 
(2001) and Denzin and Lincoln (1994) for a thorough assessment of this paper. As a detailed 
explanation of all secondary validity criteria would result in several additional pages of 
writing and thus potentially result in a loss of interest from the reader we decided upon 
focusing on the three main criteria in establishing primary validity: Credibility, authenticity 
and criticality.  
 
Credibility 
As Whittemore et. al (2001, p. 530) describe, credibility can be reached through conscious 
efforts to establish confidence about an accurate understanding of the data. To ensure 
participants’ trust and confidence, we offered all our respondents the chance to confirm and/ 
or change the transcribed materials before publishing the thesis. Many of our respondents 
used this chance to clarify quotations and meanings and to help us being as thorough and true 
as possible. We thereby ensured both trust and validity of the study’s results. In addition, all 
our respondents expressed their wishes to see the results of our study and one interviewee 
even offered us to publish our study on his firm’s respective company webpage. This can be 
regarded as an additional indicator highlighting the validity and importance of this research. 
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Authenticity 
The concept of authenticity is closely linked to credibility and revolves around establishing 
research that adequately reflects the meanings and experiences lived and perceived by the 
respondents (Whittemore et. al, 2001, p. 530). As we mainly undertook telephone interviews, 
and thus could not observe and analyze our respondents’ body language, it was essential for 
us to pay close attention to the tone and volume of our respondents’ voices to better 
understand their thoughts and feelings about the particular concepts and ideas. In order to 
highlight the main ideas and beliefs of our interviewees, we also decided upon using several 
quotations of every respondent to ensure an explicit reproduction of expressions and to 
highlight questions that had been answered indirectly. Furthermore, throughout our whole 
interviewing process, our respondents have displayed an appreciation and precise interest in 
the results of this study. They have been helpful in every way and provided us with very 
relevant and important inputs. This special interest adds another layer to the authenticity of 
this paper, as it shows the originality of information and proves that respondents have 
dedicated valuable time and efforts to the results of the study. 
 
Criticality 
As expressed by Whittemore et al. (2001 p.531), the infinite amount of different 
interpretations and assumptions as well as different knowledge backgrounds can potentially 
influence the researchers in their research process. Further, validity in qualitative research can 
be achieved through open inquiry, reflexivity and a critical analysis of all aspects covered 
(Whittemore et al., 2001, p.531). Therefore, we dedicated much attention and time to being 
integer and critical throughout the whole research process. We examined potential biases, 
looked for alternative hypotheses and checked our own work constantly. To reflect upon 
material findings and responses, we constantly reviewed our paper at different stages of 
progress. As we did not want to prompt the interviewees to distorted answers of any kind we 
established the interview guide, which had been approved by many scholars before, and sent 
it to the interviewees well in time to prepare and reflect upon their answers. 

6.5 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER STUDIES 
 
Given the short time and resources to conduct this study it would be utopian to think that this 
thesis could cover all relevant and important themes that evolved around the topic of open 
innovation. Therefore, this section will address both limitations and suggestions for future 
research. 
 
As we decided upon conducting a qualitative study, we were able to develop a richer 
understanding about the open innovation application and the individual barriers to it. We 
thereby placed emphasis on including individual perceptions rather than approaching a mass 
of respondents from which we could generalize our results. However, additional quantitative 
studies could be undertaken to enable generalizable results and to test the findings and 
analysis of this paper and compare them to other studies within mature industries. This would 
be especially helpful as a high number of respondents would lead to extra credibility and 
barriers to application could thereby be moved into the focus of other innovation researchers. 
 
Throughout the thesis, and especially within our conclusions, we have highlighted the 
importance of suppliers and universities as strategic partners within the open innovation 
process. As we did not have the time and capacities to investigate and present the roles of 
suppliers and universities in detail within this study, further research should be undertaken on 
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their roles and importance as strategic partners. It would be especially interesting to 
understand why so few firms look for external help to universities or other academic research 
institutions to obtain theoretical inputs and knowledge. In addition, the impact and tasks of 
suppliers appears to be much bigger than previous research has indicated. Therefore, further 
research should be undertaken to clarify the suppliers’ role in the production process and their 
integration in the production process. 
 
During our interviews, we have observed many interesting differences among small and large-
scale firms and strengths and weaknesses that were connected to the firm size. We would 
have loved to investigate these differences and their implications for the future of the industry 
and its innovation efforts. As this was beyond the scope of our study we would like to point 
out this topic to our fellow researchers and highlight the possibility of undertaking research in 
this direction through a longitudinal case study that compares firms of different sizes. 
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8. APPENDIX 
 

8.1 APPENDIX 1 - CLOSED INNOVATION MODEL 

 

8.2 APPENDIX 2 - OPEN INNOVATION MODEL 
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8.3 APPENDIX 3 - THE FUNCTIONS AND DESIGN OF A BUSINESS MODEL 
 

 
(taken from Chesbrough 2007) 
 

8.4 APPENDIX 4 - TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION OF A BUSINESS MODEL 

 

 
 
(taken from www.cogniview.com) 
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8.5 APPENDIX 5 - EVIDENCE OF INCREASING R&D COSTS 
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8.6 APPENDIX 6 - INTERVIEW GUIDE PROVIDED TO THE INTERVIEWEES 
OF REGULAR FIRMS 

 
Please provide us with some background and demographical information about you and your 
firm which we can use for a better presentation of your role in our paper. 
 
Further we will ask you the following 10 questions: 
 

1. To what level of satisfaction are your technology needs met by your internal R&D? 
Please explain. 

2. Does your company make a practice of looking to bring in outside IP and technology? 
Is this done opportunistically or do you have a formal, systematic to doing so? 

3.  Is looking outside for technology that can be leveraged everyone’s job–or is there a 
distinct group dedicated to doing this? What types of people fulfill this role? 

4. What specific goals or objectives do you have regarding bringing in technology? What 
incentives are tied to these goals? 

5. Where do you typically look for outside ideas and technology: e.g.: universities, start-
ups, competitors, or companies in peripheral industries? 

6.  How would you characterize your efforts to bring in technology: 
a. Would you say that typically when you bring-in or jointly develop an outside 
technology, it is to address an incremental product improvement or a breakthrough 
product? 
b. Do you typically work with ‘proven’ technologies used in other applications, or are 
you trying to develop something entirely new? 
c. Do you typically bring in technology that leverages core R&D capabilities, or does 
it feel more like outsourcing non-core needs? 

7. How has bringing in outside technology helped your company? Has the impact been 
significant? What has the impact been? 

8. How would you characterize your efforts to take out technology? 
a. When something is developed internally that doesn’t fit with your business model, 
do you have a practice of taking the IP or technology assets out to the marketplace? 
b. When something that was initially developed internally is deemed ‘dead,’ are 
efforts made to find companies or partners that might be interested in it? Is this done 
opportunistically or is there a formal mechanism to do this? 

9. Are there specific goals around when a technology asset can be taken out to the 
marketplace? Who or what group has responsibility for doing this? How are they 
incented? 

10. What impact has taking IP or technologies you have chosen not to commercialize out 
to the market had on the company? 
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8.7 APPENDIX 7 - INTERVIEW GUIDE PROVIDED TO THE EXECUTIVES 
OF LIVSMEDELSAKADEMIN 

 
Please provide us with some background and demographical information about you and your 
food academy, including its network, which we can use for a better presentation of your role 
in our paper. 
 
Further we will ask you the following 10 questions:  

1. What open innovation methods and concepts are most commonly used in the food 
industry and at the firms operating in it?  

2. How do you see companies in the food industry, are they adapting open innovation 
methods? Are they willing to? 

3.  What challenges are companies within the food industry facing when trying to 
implement open innovation methods?  

4.  How can your network help organizations and companies to become more innovative? 
Which methods do you suggest and what kind of advice do you provide? 

5. How is your collaboration with universities? Are you engaging in close collaboration 
with them in order to develop new processes and technologies? If so, in what ways?  

6.  Do you recommend companies to invest into or implement technologies that have 
shown to be working in other types of industries?   

Questions towards the Trainee Program in particular:  

7. What are the driving forces behind your Open Innovation Trainee Program? 
8. Do you know if there are any other similar programs that also work with educating 

people to be more (openly) innovative?  
9. How is your Open Innovation Trainee Program helping participants to adapt open 

innovation methods in practice?  
10. What has been the response to your Trainee Program and do participants and firms 

appreciate it? 
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